S. no

Mentor Thanks Giving

1

Name:Kanika Verma
Student Name: Kaira Verma
Year Group: Blue ocean A
Message: We would like to appreciate Ms Priyanka for her effort in motivating her students. Her
patience and positive nature is commendable with the “new normal” environment. Kaira is super
excited to attend her class everyday and share her thoughts and stories. We wish ma’am to continue
doing what she is doing as we are enjoying her classes :)

2

Name:Esha Chawla
Student Name: Akkshath Chawla
Year Group: 4A
Message: I feel all the mentors of Ardee Nfc are very good and it’s tough to select anyone of them but
as if we have to I will give name of few of them. One is tough to decide. Mrs. Pooja ( Class mentor of
Akkshath) Mrs. Sunita Mrs. Bindu Mrs. Meenal

3

Name:Vidushi
Student Name: Kashvi Goel
Year Group: 1-c
Message: Good morning I would love to say about M.S. Vrinda Matta she is a very sweet polite and
understanding teacher. My kid loves to attend her classes she is very soft and the way she makes the
kids understand things so beautifully loves to attend her classes.

4

Name:Radhika

Student Name: Rushil Gupta
Year Group: TR
Message: Ms Neeti has been a great mentor, especially for a naughty child like Rushil. I have noticed a
positive change in him in her mentorship. She takes undying efforts to keep the children involved and
motivates them as well as us parents to put in our best. Thank you so much!
5

Name:Ms.Tarannum Danish
Student Name: Sheikh Haider Ali
Year Group: year 3
Message: Ms. Meenal is a fantastic teacher as she teaches children with fun and understanding them.

6

Name:Ms. Tarannum Danish
Student Name: Sheikh Omar Ahmed
Year Group: year 6
Message: Ms. Maryam is a superb teacher as she teaches children with full energy n entertain them
while learning.

7

Name:Mrs singh
Student Name: Seratt singh
Year Group: 2-b
Message: Miss Jyoti- dance teacher The way she teaches dance and warm up sessions my daughter
looks up to her class waits eagerly for her. She explains every movement so swiftly and makes it look
easy

8

Name:Prachi Biswas

Student Name: Mishika Biswas
Year Group: 5 A
Message: Though I appreciate many mentors in Ardee, wish I had a choice to choose more than one,
but since it's just 1. I would like to Nominate Ms. Tusheen Kaur, she has been very loving, caring and
supportive mentor. Since the day Mishika has joined year 5, she looks forward to Ms.Tusheen's
lessons and she absolutely adores her. Besides being a wonderful educator, she has been a guide, a
friend and she makes all her classes very interesting by adding that personal touch. Wishing her good
luck!
9

Name:Vicky Biswas
Student Name: Mishika Biswas
Year Group: 5-A
Message: I would like to nominate Ms. Meenal for this appreciation because, she has been a very
caring Mentor. She ensures that each and every child is mindfully listening to her lessons. She treats
her students with a lot of love and care. We can see her ability of pulling each and every child out of
their comfort zone and perform. She has made Humanities so interesting that I am learning with my
daughter. I wish her good luck!

10

Name:Astha Arora
Student Name: kiyansh Arora
Year Group: 3a

Message: Ms Neha you are an outstanding mentor. Thank you for treating all kids equal and being fair
and supportive always. The way you have evolved from a Montessori mentor to a grade 3 mentor is
applauding. Ms pooja Arora is one amazing mentor. I am really happy the way she makes concepts
clear to each student in the class. Lastly I will like to congratulate Ms pooja Bhatia for her exceptionally
well leadership qualities and accountability. You all are inspiration and real heroes . Lots of love luck
and good health to all of you.

11

Name:Shweta Marwaha
Student Name: Samaira marwaha
Year Group: 2B
Message: Nishtha Mam is the most hardworking, patient, loving, caring, understanding, supportive ,
knowledgeable, professional teacher I have known in these years at Ardee. She has been Samaira’s
teacher since nursery & we are truly blessed to have her with us .

12

Name:Shweta Marwaha
Student Name: Taarini marwaha
Year Group: Red cardinal A
Message: Mehak Mam is the most caring, loving, knowledgeable, patient, good listener , motherly
teacher I’ve come across. We are truly blessed to have her as our mentor.

13

Name:Pooja chitkara

Student Name: Vaaris chitkara
Year Group: 2 d
Message: Very difficult to choose all mentors are doing so much of hard work but if we have to choose
one I would like to vote for miss chavvi she is full of patience and the way she handles all kids is
remarkable My son look forward for her classes we are really blessed to n part of her section lots and
lots of blessing and gud wishes for her always

14

Name:Nitika Bawa
Student Name: Reya Bawa
Year Group: 1-C
Message: The Ardee staffs are working very hard and hard work put by them can't be unnoticed .Given
option to nominate 1, I will like to nominate Ms Vrinda. She is loving, caring and supporting mentor. She
is not only wonderful in her teaching skills but know how to make class interesting and become friends
with students. Wishing her good luck

15

Name:Nitika Bawa
Student Name: Reyansh Bawa
Year Group: 5 B

Message: Though I appreciate all the mentors of Year 5 who are working so hard endlessly and making
learning fun in this pandemic for them but given option to choose 1, I would like to nominate Ms Meenal
for her loving, and caring nature. Thanks to her for pushing and motivating every child in her class to
always be their best selves, you are helping them to become all rounder’s. Thanku Ms Meenal Wish
you all the best

16

Name:Natasha Khanna
Student Name: Rishaan Khanna
Year Group: 4b
Message: All the mentors of grade 4b is commendable, they're just fabulous

17

Name:Adhip Bawa
Student Name: Reyansh Bawa
Year Group: 5 B
Message: I would like to nominate Ms Tusheen for this mentor appreciation from year 5 . She is an
amazing mentor with all the skills .Wishing her all the best.

18

Name:Pooja chitkara
Student Name: Vaaris chitkara
Year Group: 2 d
Message: All the mentors are wonderful hats off to all the team Ardee NFC very difficult to choose any
one everyone is best but Mrs nishchint is very very nice teacher

19

Name:Iram khan
Student Name: Samaira Choudhary
Year Group: 1- B
Message: Thank you to the whole Ardee team for blessing our kids with the most amazing Mentors.
Though all the mentors are great, my favourite is Ms Shivani Sapra . She is one of the most positive
and thoughtful teachers I have come across. She notices the smallest change in a kid’s behaviour,
she’s always forthcoming with helpful advice to the kids, motivating them to be better not only at school
but at life .

20

Name:Pooja chitkara
Student Name: Vardan chitkara
Year Group: 10
Message: Aviral sir

21

Name:Pooja chitkara
Student Name: Vardan chitkara
Year Group: 10
Message: Sakshi maam

22

Name:Pooja chitkara
Student Name: Vaaris chitkara
Year Group: 2 d

Message: Nishchint maam

23

Name:simran
Student Name: samrath
Year Group: 3A
Message: i find infact all mentor are very good for year 3. Personally i like ms Tamanna a lot. she is is
very good with students. her instructions are very clear. She goes step by step and is very patient.

24

Name:Pooja chitkara
Student Name: Vardan chitkara
Year Group: 10
Message: Sakshi maam

25

Name:Ambica Poddar
Student Name: Ananya poddar
Year Group: 1 E
Message: I would like to nominate Ms Neeti batra. Her style of teaching is patient and lenient with the
kids . Also, as a parent I do enjoy how she approaches the same topic from different angles so that she
is able to reach out to all the students in her class. She is friendly, communicative and forever smiling.

26

Name:JASWINDER SINGH GHAI

Student Name: ANHAD SINGH GHAI
Year Group: YEAR 1 E

Message: Dear Ms Neeti , We feel Anhad is really lucky to have a mentor like yourself. Thank you for
your patience to answer never ending questions of the children. Thank you for your adaptability to work
according to each student's pace. Thank you for your firmness to handle a little bit of mischief here &
there. Thank you for your enthusiasm to show equal excitement to every child's small or big thing that
he wants to share. Thank you for your knowledge that you enlighten each child with. Thank you for
holding the fort every time your team needed help in their absence. Thank you for being punctual &
inculcating the same quality in children. Thank you for Everything!!! Initially whilst monitoring through
the classes, we noticed these qualities which helped us make Anhad sit through the classes
independently. During revisions also we noticed how patiently & holistically you covered all topics.
Again won't shy away from writing that Anhad is really lucky to have you as a mentor. Thank you !!!

27

Name:Megha Jain
Student Name: Ayaan Jain
Year Group: Year 5
Message: Ms. Meenal Maam you are one of the best mentors. The way you interact with children is
outstanding. I just love the atmosphere you create the moment you login for registration.

28

Name:Megha Jain
Student Name: Ahaan Jain
Year Group: Year 5

Message: Ms. Tusheen Ma'am you are simply awesome & so friendly with children. You create a very
positive & lively atmosphere.

29

Name:PALAK MAHAJAN
Student Name: VEDAANSH MAHAJAN
Year Group: 3B
Message: I would like to leave a review for Meenal Mam who teaches Humanities. I personally love the
way she handles all the kids and leave them motivated.

30

Name:Harleen Farmahe
Student Name: Nimrat Kaur
Year Group: 4
Message: All the mentors are doing extremely well, especially during these trying times. I really
appreciate Ms Bindu Arora, as she’s super prompt with her replies over the mail and she’s always
taking extra efforts to make the students understand and learn the concepts. Thank you

31

Name:Prerna khanna
Student Name: Ishanni khanna
Year Group: 5-b
Message: Miss Meenal, She has made the students feel very comfortable . Ishanni has become more
confident under her mentorship.

32

Name:Prerna khanna
Student Name: Reeshiv khanna
Year Group: 9
Message: Miss Mandeera , She has been the backbone of the secondary school. All my queries have
been solved by her .

33

Name:Shivika Gupta
Student Name: Ayaana Gupta
Year Group: 2 D
Message: CHHAVI maam is an excellent mentor to our children. She is the best. We all love her . She
is kind , generous , patient, compassionate and an amazing mentor

34

Name:Shivika Gupta
Student Name: Rivaan Gupta
Year Group: 2 C
Message: Rashi Maam is so polite and generous with all the kids .Rivaan is really fond of her and loves
her a lot

35

Name:Prerna khanna
Student Name: Ishanni khanna
Year Group: 5-b
Message: Miss Meenal, She has made the students feel very comfortable . Ishanni has become more
confident under her mentorship.

36

Name:Neha & Hiyav Bajaj
Student Name: Sumaira Bajaj
Year Group: EYFS B
Message: We would like to give our vote to Miss Saumga. I think she truely incorporates all qualities of
a great mentor and guide for children. Her patience, playful nature, understanding, persistence,
cooperation and perseverance to cope with classes in difficult times with her and her family, to ensure
uninterrupted learning is commendable. I thank her from my heart and hope she continues giving her
best like she always does... Thanks

37

Name:Himani Bansal
Student Name: Shivansh bansal
Year Group: Year 1 - c
Message: Dear ma’am Isha Vrinda , I want to thank you both for being such wonderful and patients
teachers . Words can’t describe how much thankful we are, you both are dedicated, friendly and
hardworking. Thank you so much for all you do.

Name:Himani bansal
Student Name: Reyansh bansal
Year Group: Year 1 a
Message: Dear ma’am Ishita and Aditi, I want to thank you both for being such wonderful and patients
teachers. Words can’t describe how much thankful we are, you both are dedicated and hardworking.
Thank you so much for all you do.

38

Name:Geeta Sabharwal
Student Name: Jaden Prashant Sabharwal
Year Group: 6
Message: Jaden would like to vote for MS SEEMA CHATURVEDI (science mentor ).She has a brilliant
knowledge of her subject. She is the most experienced and humble faculty. She has an uncanny ability
to understand students’ requirement with her phenomenal intellect. She makes every class even more
interesting with her experimential pedagogy. Thanks Geeta Sabharwal.

39

Name:Ruma Trehan
Student Name: Eva Trehan
Year Group: Red scarlet
Message: It will be tough to choose any 1. But a big shouts out to all the mentors of the Ardee school.
Naina Mam, Preeti Nahata (Eva’s Mentor) are exceptionally too good.

40

Name:Ruma Trehan
Student Name: Sara trehan
Year Group: Year 1-B
Message: It will be tough to choose one. But a big shoutout to all the mentors of the Ardee school
especially Shivani Mam, Shweta Mam, Sunjeet Mam, you are all exceptionally too good.

41

Name:Sweta agarwal
Student Name: Aryaveer agarwal
Year Group: 2c
Message: Rashi and diviya Mam are so polite and so nice.they treat kids very nicely.

42

Name:Bhavna Bali
Student Name: Aamya Bali
Year Group: 7
Message: As a parent I see my child bond with a lot of mentors but for me it’s very clear that Ms.
Natasha (Yr 6- Mentor) had the maximum impact on the growth and development of Aamya. She has
build on her speaking skills, confidence and overall nurtured her.

43

Name:Nipa Jain
Student Name: Vyomika jain
Year Group: 3- B
Message: Meenal Sehgal - she teaches really well. She is fun and learning with her is awesome!

44

Name:Sudipta Biswas
Student Name: Sumaira Biswas
Year Group: 1D

Message: Hello! On behalf of Sumaira, my daughter, I would like to thank Team Ardee School
sincerely. I would like to specially thank you all for introducing the concept of reading books as I firmly
believe 'reading is the most important habit all people should have and more so at young age.
Fantastic. Now coming to the point where she has to choose her most favorite teacher, it was really
difficult and she didn't want to take only one teacher's name but somehow I got her share that fine little
difference between Radhika Jindal mam and rest all others. So, its Radhika Jindal who possibly gives
her a little more joy, little more attention. Regards, Sumaita's Father

45

Name:Manvi Gupta
Student Name: Inaaya Iqbal
Year Group: EYFS E
Message: Ms. Jasmine Sethi is really caring and an enthusiastic mentor. She takes a lot of effort with
every individual student. She handles the class and the students very patiently and calmly. She should
get the appreciation for her hard work and her fabulous input.

Name:Sheetu jain
Student Name: Yuvan vishal Jain
Year Group: Blue ocean B
Message: Arushi is one of the best mentor I have come across. She makes the class so interactive and
lively that children learn and enjoy both.. she is taking personal interest in kids like asking their like ,
dislikes and handling them so nicely that we as parents are sometimes unable to do.. kudos to her...
awesome teacher

46

Name:Vinita Kohli
Student Name: Semhar Kohli
Year Group: 1B
Message: I would like to Thank All mentors for their untiring efforts and Hard work! You all are superb!
Can't be grateful enough to have you all in our lives! I would like to further extend my gratitude to Ms
Shivani Sapra , Ms Seema Puri and Ms Monika Yadav for always going that extra mile to ensure every
child is getting the attention needed and have well understood their subject. Thank you so very much
for the extra edge! Gratitude in abundance!!!

47

Name:Nipa Jain
Student Name: Pranavi jain
Year Group: Year 9
Message: Ms Mandeera- she is very sweet and never leaves a chance to appreciate and motivate her
students. Ms Natasha- she has been very helpful with everything and I am her favourite student
obviously sooo Ms Myriam- learning with her is like JUST SO FUN. I swear no one will ever get bored,
she is absolutely amazing!

48

Name:Shikha Talwar
Student Name: Saanvi
Year Group: Blue

Message: I would really like to appreciate Gauri Anty for her unconditional love, patience and support to
both students and parents especially with this new mode of studies (virtual classes).

49

Name:Aanchal dang
Student Name: Rajveer singh dang
Year Group: 3 B
Message: Though all the mentors are pillars of equal strength for a foundation in a child’s formation.
The most loved by us is ms Meenal purely because of her love and adulation and the manner in which
she treats all kids. She makes everyone feel like a rock star and in these times all you need is a person
to boost your morale. She is a great listener and morale booster.

50

Name:Rashmi Chaudhury
Student Name: Aishwarya Tadakamalla
Year Group: Year 1 - B
Message: We nominate Shivani ma’am from 1B as our favourite mentor. She has been an angel
showering love and showing the right path in the most challenging times right now. She has bonded
beautifully with the entire class. She has fun she shows empathy she is polite and cordial she
appreciates children. Her hard work and dedication towards each child is commendable. Best wishes to
her!

51

Name:Pranav Kohli
Student Name: Semhar Kohli

Year Group: 1B
Message: Dear Ma'am, We would also like to extend our heartfelt gratitude to our last year mentors of
EYFS. Ms Sunpreet ,Ms Jasmine Sethi and Ms Sunjeet for their exceptional mentoring skills. Thank
you so so much in abundance! Regards Vinita

52

Name:Yesha Israni
Student Name: Shairaah Israni
Year Group: Red cardinal B
Message: We love our mentor Miss Mehek . She is a prolific teacher, who is extremely passionate and
dedicated towards her craft and the students. She exudes great poise and cheerfulness. It’s a pleasure
to have our kids mentored under her able guidance.

53

Name:Akshata Dev
Student Name: Amelia Dev
Year Group: Year 1 B
Message: Miss Shivani Of year 1 B is a favourite mentor. She is very patient with kids. We love the way
she teaches. She is Always smiling. Amelia is very fond of her. We are lucky to have her as the mentor
of our child. :)

54

Name:Naina Sachdev
Student Name: Samara Sachdev
Year Group: 1-C

Message: Hi, It’s very tough to choose a single mentor but I would like to acknowledge Samara’s class
mentor’s Ms Isha and Ms Vrinda , as these are extremely trying times and new for them as well to
teach online and manage the kids . Also Ms Sunpreet has left a special foot print with me as she really
supported Samara and me when Samara was having a little tough time before virtual school began.
She went out of her way to accommodate our needs and gave me warm reassurance as a parent when
I needed it . All mentors must be working hard , thank you .

55

Name:Vasudha
Student Name: Panav bansal
Year Group: 2
Message: I would like to thanks miss Chavvi for her kind love and passion for her each child she put.
Thanks ma'am for making everything easy for every child in this tough time.

56

Name:Sonakshi Gandhi
Student Name: Samara Gandhi
Year Group: 2c
Message: I would like to take this opportunity to thank ms Divya pant and Mr rashi Arora, mentors of
class 2c. We appreciate you pouring your heart and soul in daily lessons. We thank you for your
positive influence, constant encouragement and sincerity in caring for samara.

57

Name:Neha Arora
Student Name: Ruhaan Arora
Year Group: EYFS-C
Message: The mentor of our class is Ms.Ankita Bansal..She is an excellent mentor...and possesses all
the qualities that one looks for in a teacher especially for the pre-primary classes..She’s very
Dedicated, has a lot of patience and is at the same time very loving and friendly with the kids.She is
always welcoming any questions that the students or the parents have..so she’s very approachable too.
she’s taking the virtual classes really well..Ruhaan is able to Learn everything properly..and he is very
fond of her.

58

Name:Priyanka
Student Name: Aarzu Bajaj
Year Group: Red Scarlet
Message: We are really grateful to Mrs Munmun Sahni and the amount of energy she invest to get best
out of these young souls is incredible. She is really doing super duper good work in handling these
toddlers. She is managing extremely well to get connected with these kids online. We are happy to
have her as a mentor to Aarzu.

59

Name:Nancy Miglani
Student Name: Rubaiyat Miglani
Year Group: Cardinal B

Message: Miss Mehak ,Beyond her teaching skills , I believe enthusiasm makes it going, I can’t thank
her enough for her commendable work n commitment towards our children, Her positivity &
encouragement has brightened Rubaiyat s home days, Thanks for your skills you share with us , you
are our once in a lifetime Mentor.

60

Name:Ridhi Chopra
Student Name: Amaya Chopra
Year Group: 5A

Message: Ms. Tusheen Kaur , Ms. Bindu Arora, Ms. Meenal Sehgal, Ms. Palak Bajaj Ms Sunita Gupta
and Ms. Mamta Kochar ,Ms Komal and Ms Pooja have been exceptional in guiding Amaya, hand
holding her with gentle love and tremendous dedication. They listen to her curious questions and find
remarkable ways to make the learning journey enjoyable. In a stress free environment my child
develops personal enrichment while embodying intellectual refinement. All the ladies are polite, patient
and encouraging making Amaya a confident and reflective learner. When she falters, they do not scold
her but rather loving lead her down the right path to discover the correct answer herself. In this way ,
they build a mature and a cultured cohort of students who feel safe to make mistakes and grow while
maintaining good social etiquette . Harboring humility and fortitude these women stand as perfect role
models to develop my child as a women leader for tomorrow- beautiful and intelligent- they are the
starlight that will weave the galaxy of our children into a bedazzling tapestry for the future world!
Wishing the Ardee faculty and their exceptional leader Chanda ma’am an effulgent Christmas and a
glorious year ahead! Thank you.

61

Name:Ridhi Chopra
Student Name: Amaya Chopra
Year Group: 5a
Message: I have sent a message earlier and am Grateful for the work of all mentors but I just saw that
we need to nominate one. Since we have to nominate only one then Amaya says we will need to give
the crown to Ms. Tusheen !.... my comments on my earlier message will explain my emotions .... hope
you got it- so I am not repeating that here

62

Name:Surbhi chhajer

Student Name: Deveshi chhajer
Year Group: 2A
Message: Hello Miss parul and miss jazveen are most supporting and loving teacher. My daughter
always look forward for there Classes. Regards, Surbhi

63

Name:Vandita nathani
Student Name: Prayan nathani
Year Group: Blue teal b
Message: My sons mentor is Ms Preeti. She is fabulous and I have noticed a tremendous change in my child. I
would really like to thank her for all the effort and patience.

64

Name:Neha gupta
Student Name: shanaya gupta
Year Group: Blue
Message: I would like to thank Ms Arushi for being the best mentor for my daughter shanaya. She is
patient, motivating and very loving. Not only does she do the curriculum with the children but also
manages to hear them out in various other issues.For us distant learning was a huge challenge and
with the help of the ardee team and Ms Arushi it could not have been a better experience! I would like
to take this opportunity to thank Ms Arushi on shanaya n our behlaf.

65

Name:Paridhi Chaudhary
Student Name: Advay Raj Chaudhary
Year Group: 2 D

Message: Ms. Chaavi We couldn’t have asked for a a better mentor than you during these testing times
for kids . It’s so tough for them to be doing online classes and how wonderfully you’ve moulded each
kids in this situation understand the need of each child in the class Also I would like to thank all teacher
and appreciate their efforts . A big salute to you all. Regards.

66

Name:Manveen
Student Name: Amaira jain
Year Group: 3 b
Message: Its too difficult to choose one mentor as every mentor has put her best of efforts in this
pandemic time . And touchwood I have heard praises of all of them from my daughter which I really
appreciate. But still I will opt for ms palak as my daughter loves the French language and mentions
about her politeness and calmness towards every child. Thank you to all the mentors of 3 b. Best
wishes

67

Name:Kanika chadha
Student Name: Anvita chadha
Year Group: Blue ocean A
Message: Priyanka singh maam my daughters class teacher, my daughter loves her and is really fond
of her so i am i. I like the way she teaches and she involves all the kids in the class and listens to every
kid and give them chance to speak one by one. Appreciate the efforts of all the teachers in these hard
times

68

Name:Manveen

Student Name: Miraaya jain
Year Group: EYFSB K G
Message: I will opt for ms Daman as she has been really calm polite and patient towards the kids. I
really like the eagerness which my daughter shows to join the class. Thank you ms Daman.

69

Name:Ridhi Berry
Student Name: Abhivardhan Berry
Year Group: 12
Message: Dr. Cheryll Jacob who is Abhi's class mentor and GP teacher has been a perfect mentor for
him. Abhi has highlighted and we have noticed that the has been able to make a significant
improvement with GP with her help and guidance and has been able to appreciate the subject since
her arrival in year 12. Thank you Dr Jacob.

70

Name:Shivani agarwal
Student Name: Achintya Agrawal
Year Group: 2D
Message: For me all his mentors Ms.Munmun Ms. Krittika Ms. Jazveen And now Ms. Chhavi And Ms.
Nishchint I would like to vote them for being so loving caring and being so calm white teaching.

71

Name:Richa Sureka
Student Name: Aaradhyaa Sureka
Year Group: 3A

Message: Dear ms Pooja Though all the mentors are incredibly amazing and it’s hard to pick up one
mentor . But I want to give our special thanks to ms Sunita whose taking the language to an advanced
level.I must not miss to appreciate her on how easily she has invoked the vocal skills in Aaradhyaa.She
has not enthusiastic towards the subject and wants to read much ahead of what’s going on in the
class.I m falling short of words to praise her for her uncountable unseen efforts backend. Thanking you
Regards Richa Sureka Aaradhyaa Sureka 3A

72

Name:Neetu popli
Student Name: Myraa popli
Year Group: 2-d
Message: Nischint ma’am and chaavi are the best teachers any kid can get

73

Name:Pooja Whig
Student Name: Sanaya Whig
Year Group: Blue Teal B
Message: Miss.Preeti Nahata! We believe we ve got the Best Teacher for Sanaya. Ms.Preeti is not just
exceedingly dedicated and vigilant during class hours but also takes care of how the child is doing after
school hours. Ma'am is guiding Sanaya in a way thats making her stronger, more confident and caring,
while guiding me become a better mother-mentor to my child. Thanking ms.Nahata is not enough so
the Prize is the next Best thing we can vouch she gets. With sincere love care appreciation and
respect, Arjun & Pooja Whig.

74

Name:Pooja chitkara
Student Name: Vaaris chitkara
Year Group: 2 d
Message: Nishchint maam

75

Name:Pavleen chandhok
Student Name: Rabaani Chandhok
Year Group: 1 A
Message: I would like to review the performance of Aditi Ma’am. She is very jovial and fun with the kids
but also strict at the same time which I believe is required. I would like to commend her on her abilities
as an educator and for clearly getting the concepts thru to the children.

76

Name:Karuna Malhotra
Student Name: Aaradhya bakshi
Year Group: Red cardinal
Message: Miss Chitra is doing a good job with the kids

77

Name:Karuna Malhotra
Student Name: Aarav Bakshi
Year Group: Year 1
Message: Miss Seema

78

Name:Gursahiba
Student Name: Jaiveer singh Anand
Year Group: Eyfs D
Message: Dear Aakshi Maam You is a superb mentor. Thanks for teaching Jaiveer. He has soo much
to learn from you. Your dedication towards kids and teaching is amazing. Keep up the good work you
do! Love and light Gursahiba and Jaiveer

79

Name:Gursahiba
Student Name: TRIMAAN SINGH ANAND
Year Group: Grade 3 B
Message: Dear Nidhi Maam You is a great mentor and a class teacher. You have been very caring and
sensitive towards your class. It's nice to hear you while you speak to children. Your soft spoken voice
has a lot of warmth. Keep up the good work. Love and Light Gursahiba and Trimaan

80

Name:Gursahiba
Student Name: TRIMAAN SINGH ANAND
Year Group: Grade 3 B
Message: Dear Meenal Maam You are so supportive towards the kids and your encouragement and
kindness towards kids has not gone unnoticed. It’s amazing to see the kind of passion you have
towards teaching. Thanks alot for teaching and helping Trimaan. Love and Light Gursahiba and
Trimaan

81

Name:Gursahiba
Student Name: TRIMAAN SINGH ANAND
Year Group: Grade 3 B
Message: Dear Pooja Maam You are a superb math teacher. Trimaan just enjoys the way you teach
him the subject. You are a great guide and a motivation to him. Thanks for being his mentor. Love and
Light Gursahiba and Trimaan

82

Name:Gursahiba
Student Name: TRIMAAN SINGH ANAND
Year Group: Grade 3 B
Message: Dear miss Palak The first time introduction to french has been very exciting for Trimaan. He
really looks forward to your classes to learn something new. I hope you keep his interest alive. You are
a great mentor. Thanks for being Trimaans teacher Love and Light Gursahiba and Trimaan

83

Name:Gursahiba
Student Name: TRIMAAN SINGH ANAND
Year Group: Grade 3 B
Message: Dear Miss Seema Trimaan really looks forward to your oracy and pshe classes. You are a
very creative and intelligent mentor. Sometimes I enjoy your classes too. Thanks for being Trimaans
mentor. Love and Light Gursahiba and Trimaan

84

Name:Gursahiba
Student Name: TRIMAAN SINGH ANAND
Year Group: Grade 3 B
Message: Dear Miss Mamta Trimaan really enjoys your art classes. They are unique and creative. You
are a wonderful teacher. Thanks for teaching Trimaan. He always looks forward for your class. Love
and Light Gursahiba and Trimaan

85

Name:Gursahiba
Student Name: TRIMAAN SINGH ANAND
Year Group: Grade 3 B
Message: Dear Miss Neha English is one of Trimaans favourite subjects and you have done a great job
of creating more interest in him. He looks forward for classes and enjoys the activities in class. You are
a great mentor. Love and Light Gursahiba and Trimaan

86

Name:Gursahiba
Student Name: TRIMAAN SINGH ANAND
Year Group: Grade 3 B
Message: Dear Miss Sunita You are fabulous Hindi teacher. Very soft spoken and polite. I have noticed
children really enjoy your classes as you make a difficult language easy the way you explain. Thanks
for being his mentor. Love and Light Gursahiba and Trimaan

87

Name:Karuna Malhotra
Student Name: Aarav Bakshi
Year Group: Year 1
Mentor Name:
Message: Miss Seema

88

Name:Supriya Chopra
Student Name: TISHYAA Chopra
Year Group: 3B
Mentor Name: Poooja bhatia
Message: She is understanding , kind and helpful

89

Name:Shilpa gill
Student Name: Aaryan Singh Gill
Year Group: 3B
Mentor Name: Meenal
Message: She is very kind and knows how to get even the naughtiest of kids to listen to her .

90

Name:Laila Tacke
Student Name: Lakshmi Kaur Tacke
Year Group: 2A
Mentor Name: Jazveen Matharu

Message: Hi, I would like to congratulate Jazveen Mam for her very sensitive approach to teaching
kids. She has a solid understanding of children’s psychology, thus gently redirecting and motivating
Lakshmi to do her best. My daughter tries hard to focus on her classes but cannot regulate herself
emotionally that well yet, leading to her being easily distracted and restless. Jazveen Mam skilfully
ensures she takes part in class without putting her down or scolding her for something which she can’t
yet fully control. Her support has been crucial for Lakshmi, instilling confidence in the child. Further, as
a parent during online classes I have always witnessed her as an exceptional role model for a kind,
respectful attitude.

91

Name:Laila Tacke
Student Name: Sukhpal Kaur Tacke
Year Group: KG
Mentor Name: Sunjeet Kaur
Message: I would like to congratulate Sunjeet Mam for her superb handling of the online classes with
Sukhpal. She finds a way to keeping Sukhpal engaged. Within a short time she was able to build a
relationship with my daughter and get her to do tasks she’s not too fond of, like writing.

92

Name:Maansi Lakhani
Student Name: Ashmyra Lakhani
Year Group: Montessori blue berry
Mentor Name: Ms. Navya Kohli

Message: We love Ms Navya she is very articulate, kind caring and very innovative and supportive. I
take this oppurtunity on Thanksgiving to thank and really appreciate her for being the best guide and
mentor.

93

Name:Maansi Lakhani
Student Name: Alysha Lakhani
Year Group: Grade 3 B
Mentor Name: Ms Sunita Gupta
Message: I take this oppurtunity to thank and appreciate Sunita Maam for being the best guide and
mentor and make the subject so easy for kids. She is very fun loving and jovial.

94

Name:Satinder kaur
Student Name: Mihir Sachdev
Year Group: 2D
Mentor Name: Chhavvi kapoor
Message: Mihir loves her teaching style and affectionate nature. He loves her English class and wants
to learn so much more from her. Personally, I found her very hands on and know our children well and
is able to follow the pace of each child. Thank you Chhavvi ma’am for all that you do.

95

Name:Avneet Kaur
Student Name: Avanya Singh
Year Group: Year 1-D

Mentor Name: Miss Radhika
Message: She’s very patient, careful to take the entire students name in the class which make kids feel
more interested n keen towards learning. She maintains discipline in a friendly manner during even the
virtual lessons. She makes kids soo comfortable during online sessions that kids are confident of what
they are learning. A big Thank you to all the mentors helping kids nuture in this pandemic. Any words
written cannot measure the efforts of the mentors. Its priceless n beyond what we might be really able
to write.

96

Name:Priyanka gupta
Student Name: Aryan gupta
Year Group: 1-A
Mentor Name: Aditi mam and Ishita mam
Message: I am amazed by the efforts both teachers are taking for their students. They are strict as well
as pampering towards the students.

97

Name:Priyanka gupta
Student Name: Naavya Gupta
Year Group: Grade 8
Mentor Name: Natasha Raheja
Message: She is very sweet, is equal to everybody. In her class nobody can feel left out.

98

Name:Navita Gupta

Student Name: Priyal gupta
Year Group: 2 b
Mentor Name: Ms Nishtha sharma
Message: Thank you for everything you have done... Very grateful to you for bringing out the best in
kids... And correcting them not only in the subject but also there behavior which is more important at
this age and also making sure that there child doesn't feel bad about it...

99

Name:Manvi Gupta
Student Name: Inaaya Iqbal
Year Group: EYFS E
Mentor Name:
Message: Ms. Jasmine Sethi is really caring and an enthusiastic mentor. She takes a lot of effort with
every individual student. She handles the class and the students very patiently and calmly. She should
get the appreciation for her hard work and her fabulous input.

100

Name:Nitya
Student Name: Naira
Year Group: Year 2B
Mentor Name: Prachi Madan

Message: Prachi is the most understanding and patient mentor. She is a mother of two and kudos to
her for handling the mentorship along with her children. I find it very easy to reach out to her for any
concerns. She was the first one to help me and update me with the status of the books during the
lockdown when I wasn't getting any revert from the bookseller or the school. When my ASP stopped
working, she helped me with the missed instructions aswell. For any classes missed, she is the first
one I make a call to as she addresses the concerns first like a parent. Very understanding,
hardworking, compassionate and truly fair who understands and keeps both sides, the parent as well
as the schools! Happy to have you as our mentor Prachi. Thank you

101

Name:Nitya
Student Name: Naira
Year Group: Year 2B
Mentor Name: Tanya and Nishtha

Message: This mail is a BIG thank you to Naira's class mentors Tanya and Nishtha ma'am. Both
Naira's teacher's are warm and helpful. They help Naira with her doubts and concepts with alot of
patience. Nishtha ma'am guides her beautifully and Tanya ma'am helps maintain her discipline. I have
received beautiful acknowledgements from both of them for her class assignments and they revert back
with encouraging emails which I read out to Naira for any school work I attach. Naira enjoys both their
classes and looks forward to their encouragement and appreciation. I would like to thank them for
guiding her through and making this difficult time engaging for her. I understand how difficult it must be
as teachers to handle a class virtually, especially when talkative kids like Naira like to put across their
view points constantly, but maintaining Patience, curriculum and class timings in these difficult times
with so much conviction, kudos to you both and the IT department of Ardee school. Hoping to see you
soon. Thankyou Happy parent Nitya Birla

102

Name:Sonam
Student Name: Saira
Year Group: 2E
Mentor Name: Divya pant
Message: Divya mam is been sairas mentor from last 2 yrs and I feel she understands kids really well
and Handel them in proper maner.she is one of the best mentor I have ever seen.Sonam

103

Name:Ganima sodhi
Student Name: Ibadat sodhi
Year Group: Eyfs A

Mentor Name: Ms Tina
Message: It is commendable how TINA ma’am handles all her students with tremendous patience and
calm , motivating them at every level to give their best. Glad to have such a dedicated mentor for my
daughter.

104

Name:Diya Kaul
Student Name: Agatsya Lav Kaul
Year Group: EYFS
Mentor Name: Ms Tina
Message: We love Ms Tina for her patience and for how affectionate she is towards each and every
one of her children. She is thorough and ensures all the children grasp every concept she discusses,
makes sure to include each child and is extremely encouraging with her praise for the children. I have
personally seen such growth in Agastya and have Ms Tina to thank for it! All the best to you always!

105

Name:Khushboo gupta
Student Name: Krishank gupta
Year Group: EYFS
Mentor Name: Navneet and sunpreet
Message: They are so humble and have lot of patience. They will wait till the time concept is not clear
to all the kids. They are very polite

106

Name:Samidha
Student Name: Nainik

Year Group: 5
Mentor Name: Meenal ma’am
Message: Ma’am you are an amazing teacher who has made humanities a subject which kids have
started loving and developing good interest ...on top of that you have been a good friend to them too .
Nainik is blessed to have such mentor in his life

107

Name:Pooja chitkara
Student Name: Vaaris chitkara
Year Group: 2d
Mentor Name: Ms chavvi
Message: Chavvi ma’am is best

108

Name:Esha Bahl
Student Name: Niara Bahl
Year Group: 2C
Mentor Name: Ms Divya and Ms Rashi
Message: They both go above and beyond their duties as educators and mentors and really become
the true confidants for the kids and know their happy faces from their sad ones despite the limitations of
interacting on a virtual platform and not once making us feel like we are lagging behind in any way.
Kudos to such teachers.!! And big bih virtual hug from all of us!

109

Name:Esha Bahl
Student Name: Rania Bahl

Year Group: Eyfs A
Mentor Name: Ms Tina
Message: Ms Tina not only invests her time and energy into teaching our children but also invests her
heart and soul into them. She knows exactly which child needs special attention in certain areas and
does not hold back in giving extra time and effort into bringing that child at par. She makes all the
lessons interesting and keeps the kids engaged and on their toes. Rania truly looks forward to each of
her lessons everyday and in the given times, that itself speaks volumes about the quality of her mentor
and her priceless contribution to her life.

110

Name:Shipra Gupta
Student Name: Anaira Gupta
Year Group: EYFS ( E)
Mentor Name: Ms. Sunjeet
Message: Ms. Sunjeet is doing an excellent job with the kids of EYFS. She is very calm and patient.
She gives equal attention to each child and gives them loads of appreciation which boosts their self
confidence. Even in difficult times like the current situation (Virtual classes)she has succeed in making
a bond with the kids which I think is worth mentioning.

111

Name:malvika sahgal
Student Name: Anaiya sinha
Year Group: Red
Mentor Name: Mehak Singh and Priyanka Sharma

Message: They put in such an effort to teach and involve the kids in online classes. Really appreciate
their patience in dealing with kids. Kudos to them in doing such a great job virtually.

112

Name:Priyanka Khanna
Student Name: Mitansh khanna
Year Group: EYFS-E
Mentor Name: Miss sunjeet kaur
Message: Great leadership skills, excellent narrator, assertive n patient...Subject knowledge is superb
and imparts it to the students the way they understand...kids are very fond of her

113

Name:Anumeet Beri
Student Name: Viraaj Beri
Year Group: 2019-2020
Mentor Name: Ms. Sunjeet
Message: Thanks for all your support and help. I can’t even imagine how you handle your kids, your
family, your house, and your class single handily. Thanks for everything you are doing for our kids and
for us.

114

Name:Prachi madan
Student Name: Savir madan
Year Group: 1C
Mentor Name: Divya Pant

Message: She is an ever smiling mentor, very patient and very understanding. She is extremely warm
and loving towards the children. My children find not just a teacher in her but also a friend in her. This
online platform has been challenging for all teachers and Divya Mam through her small meaningful
gestures has made the children feel very comfortable l.I love Divya Mam as a teacher and as a person!
I’m super blessed to have her as my child’s mentor! Love her positivity!

115

Name:Sahir madan
Student Name: Sahir madan
Year Group: 1B
Mentor Name: Nishtha Mam
Message: Nishtha Mam is very warm and friendly. She is supportive towards the children and parents
as well.My child loves Nishtha Mam.He feels more and more encouraged to do better, he understands
well and feels included in all activities. Thank you Mam for being such a loving and caring mentor in
these tough and challenging times.

116

Name:Ms.Tarannum Danish
Student Name: Sheikh Haider Ali
Year Group: year 3
Mentor Name:
Message: Ms. Meenal is a fantastic teacher as she teaches children with fun and understanding them.

117

Name:Vikram Yadav
Student Name: Arjun Yadav
Year Group: EYFS-A
Mentor Name: Ms Tina Arora

Message: We are really grateful and thankful to the Ardee school and especially to Ms Tina for really
taking care of our son Arjun during these unprecedented times of Covid -19 pandemic. We can’t
imagine the loss to Arjun’s overall development if he would have lost these months of lockdown &
school closure without any education or schooling since these are the most important and crucial years
of his life. Ms Tina is really doing a wonderful job keeping these young toddlers busy with constructive
teaching and Montessori education through these virtual classes, sitting alongside Arjun we realise it’s
no walk in the park, the difficulty she faces everyday in managing all the kids virtually is a clear sign of
her dedication towards her profession, it’s commendable to see that she manages it so professionally
with such grace and elegance. We are really thankful to Ms Tina and the Ardee School for doing such a
wonderful job and making such a huge positive difference in the development of our child.

118

Name:Sunita Chhabra
Student Name: Naaz Chhabra
Year Group: 2
Mentor Name: Ms. Nishtha Sharma

Message: Dear Nishtha Ma’am. The Credit for Naaz’s overall growth & development goes to You. She
looks up to You all the time. The Glow on her face when she sees You is very apparent. She simply
adores you! She has learnt a lot from You & Your guidance will take her way ahead in life and help her
succeed throughout! Thank You for being Naaz’s beloved Mentor!

119

Name:Sweety bansal
Student Name: Aarna
Year Group: Eyfs b
Mentor Name: Daman Nirula
Message: This message and thanks is for Mrs. Daman Nirula. She is a very patient and dedicated
teacher . Though it is very hard to build your rapport with these small children online but she managed
to do it very gracefully . She is very efficient in her work. So my vote goes for her Thanks Sweety
bansal

120

Name:Pooja Marwah
Student Name: Amaaira marwah
Year Group: 5 B
Mentor Name: Ms Meenal sehgal
Message: Ms Meenal is always been very kind and helpful. Thank u for your efforts I can’t express my
gratitude towards you. You are a great mentor god bless. Thank you

121

Name:Ashni Jhaveri

Student Name: Ariana jhaveri
Year Group: 2020-2021
Mentor Name: Vernica Ahlawat
Message: To have seen Ariana grow into such a confident, kind and positive person is extremely
heartwarming. And the one person whom I would really like to thank for her contribution and constant
nurturing, is Mrs Vernica. It’s remarkable the way she guides and encourages the children with such
poise and grace. She has made the transition to study-from-home so much easier and fun. An undying
inspiration, she manages her students with utmost patience and in a manner that solicits respect. She’s
an absolute delight and a teacher that every parent would wish for their child.

122

Name:Prerna Gaurav Kapoor
Student Name: Zoya Kapoor
Year Group: 2c
Mentor Name: Divya/Rashi/ Monika/ Tamanna
Message: Thank u for the hard work, patience, support and love. In these trying times we could not have asked
for more than what all the teachers are doing. A Big thank you!

123

Name:Meher dhamija
Student Name: Vivaan dhamija
Year Group: Eyfs c
Mentor Name: Navneet Anand

Message: Ms Navneet , I would like To thank you from the bottom of my heart you have been the best
guidance to my child in every possible manner be it academics or behaviour Thank you for being super
patient and so calm always with Vivaan I see a great great change in my child under your guidance as
he really follows and keeps reminding me of your advices and little guidance made to him Thankyou so
much Mam Really grateful for your special efforts made in these difficult times Thanks

124

Name:Capt. Rana singh
Student Name: Zorawar singh
Year Group: Years 2D
Mentor Name: Ms. Chhavi
Message: Ms. Chhavi has been a great mentor and a great teacher for the last couple of years with
Zorawar. He likes the classes taught by her indeed. He always talk about Ms. Chhavi how caring and
loving mentor she is. She inspires and motivates Zorawar! I really appreciate her help and concern
towards students! Hope she continues to be a Mentor for Zorawar. Warm regards Capt. Rana singh

125

Name:Sakshi Mittal
Student Name: Ivanka Mittal
Year Group: 2A
Mentor Name: Miss Parul
Message: She makes lot of effort in making kids understand the subject, also makes sure each one
gets it.

126

Name:Pashmin
Student Name: Anaya Singh
Year Group: 2B
Mentor Name: Ms Nishtha
Message: Thank you nishtha mam for always helping me and being very kind to me. You have been
always very supportive and patient . Love you

127

Name:Ravleen Kohli
Student Name: Shanaaya kohli
Year Group: Eyfs A
Mentor Name: Vernica maam
Message: Vernica maam has been an amazing mentor....extremely warm n friendly...shanaaya adores
her....her way of teaching is amazing

128

Name:Shilpa gill
Student Name: Aaryan Singh Gill
Year Group: 3B
Mentor Name: Meenal
Message: She is very kind and knows how to get even the naughtiest of kids to listen to her .

129

Name:Abhinandini sharma
Student Name: Vedanshi sharma
Year Group: 2D

Mentor Name: Ms Chavi ms Nishant
Message: Dear Chavi mam You are the best mentor, I like studying with you You are very cheerful
mam .. Thank you so much Regards Vedanshi

130

Name:Meenakshi
Student Name: Bali Chahal
Year Group: 1-A
Mentor Name: Miss Aditi
Message: Miss Aditi, is really good in keeping Bali engaged throughout her lessons. She is able to get
through Bali . We personally like all the mentors, and appreciate all the efforts and hard work. Bali
wanted to mention Miss Ishita as well she loves her alot and looks forward to attending her lessons.

131

Name:Shobha Kumar
Student Name: Navisha Kumar
Year Group: EYFS-E
Mentor Name: Ms. Sunjeet
Message: Thank you Sunjeet Ma'am for your patience towards Navisha and all children. The way you
handle the kids when they are not in the mood to study is commendable. Thank you for being there
always.

132

Name:Shobha Kumar
Student Name: Binaisha Kumar
Year Group: Year 1E

Mentor Name: Ms Neeti Batra
Message: Ms Neeti apart from being kids mentor is also their friend who is always there to listen to the
kids..Her patience with the kids is commendable. Binaisha loves Neeti Ma'am and can share anything
with her.

133

134

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Nitara Rajat Mehra
Year Group: EYFSMentor Name: Ms.Tina
Message: Ms.Tina has managed to create a bond and connect with Nitara in spite of never meeting her
in person which I find to be so amazing and unbelievable. It could have not happened without her
patience and warmth. She deserves all the credit for it..!!

Name:Geet kathuria
Student Name: Aveer singh kathuria
Year Group: 3 -B
Mentor Name: Nidhi Trehan
Message: I would like to thank mentor Nidhi Trehan for her patience and love towards every child. They
way she shows her love and and is so caring is commendable.

135

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Meher Rajat Mehra
Year Group: Year 2
Mentor Name: Ms.Nishchint

Message: Ms. Nishchint has managed to create a bond and connect with Meher in spite of never
meeting her, teaching her in person which I find to be so amazing and unbelievable. It could have not
happened without her patience and warmth. She deserves all the credit for it..!!

136

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Meher Rajat Mehra
Year Group: Year 2
Mentor Name: Ms. Chhavi
Message: Ms. Chhavi has managed to create a bond and connect with Meher in spite of never meeting
her, teaching her in person which I find to be so amazing and unbelievable. It could have not happened
without her patience and warmth. She deserves all the credit for it..!!

137

Name:Nehaa Rakyan
Student Name: Aarav Rakyan
Year Group: 3B
Mentor Name: Nidhi Trehan
Message: Nidhi ma'am has been wonderful. We changed Aarav's school during Pandemic. She made
the transition to new school very smooth for Aarav. She has been a wonderful teacher and great
mentor for Aarav

138

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Meher Rajat Mehra

Year Group: Year 2
Mentor Name: Ms. Divya Khanna
Message: Ms. Divya was Meher's mentor in Grade 1. Meher was and still is extremely fond of her. She
made the transition from EYFS to Grade 1, which is a big one, very smooth and easy for Meher. She
was always kind, helpful and appreciative of Meher's efforts. She always took notice of the little things
that matter the most to children, but can easily go unnoticed. She deserves all the applause for the
same.

139

Name:Nehaa Rakyan
Student Name: Ayaan Rakyan
Year Group: Blue Teal
Mentor Name: Preeti Nahata
Message: I am in complete Awe how patient Preeti Maam has been during virtual classes. She is an
excellent teacher and always encourages her kids in the class.

140

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Nitara Rajat Mehra
Year Group: EYFS
Mentor Name: Ms. Priyanka Singh
Message: Ms. Priyanka was Nitara's mentor in Environment Blue. Nitara was and still is extremely fond
of her. She made the transition from regular school to virtual classes, which is a big one, very smooth
and easy for Nitara. She was always kind, helpful and appreciative of Nitara's efforts. She always took
notice of the little things that matter the most to children, but can easily go unnoticed. She deserves all
the applause for the same.

141

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Meher Rajat Mehra
Year Group: Year 2
Mentor Name: Ms. Mamta
Message: Meher always loved colours as a baby and her love for colours and ways to use it only grows
with every art class that she attends. Meher looks forward to Ms.Mamta's classes and enjoys doing her
art work, which she doesn't consider work. That in itself says a lot about the mentor. Ms. Mamta
deserves all the appreciation.

142

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Meher Rajat Mehra, Nitara Rajat Mehra
Year Group: Year 2, EYFS
Mentor Name: Uncle Jose
Message: Uncle Jose's name brings a smile to my daughter’s faces. They both simply love Uncle Jose.
He brings rhythm, melody and music to their lives. Both Meher and Nitara are extremely fond of Uncle
Jose and always look forward to his classes. He deserves all the appreciation for his work.

143

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Meher Rajat Mehra, Nitara Rajat Mehra
Year Group: Year 2, EYFS
Mentor Name: Uncle Jose

Message: Uncle Jose's name brings a smile to my daughter’s faces. They both simply love Uncle Jose.
He brings rhythm, melody and music to their lives. Both Meher and Nitara are extremely fond of Uncle
Jose and always look forward to his classes. He deserves all the appreciation for his work.

144

Name:Surbhi Jindal
Student Name: Kaireen Jindal
Year Group: Red Cardinal A
Mentor Name: Ms. Mehak
Message: Ms.Mehak you are an exceptional mentor! You have such genuine warmth and love in all
your hugs, words, actions and even the virtual hugs you give, that no child wants to miss your class!
Kudos to you for always being super prepared and pepped up for each and every session even if you
under the weather. It displays your passion for your work and we could not be luckier to have you guide
our child as the first mentor in life! Bear hugs, love and best wishes always to Kaireen’s favourite
person!

145

Name:Kamini Doshi
Student Name: Ridhi Raj Doshi
Year Group: 5A
Mentor Name: Tusheen Kaur
Message: I am grateful and blessed as a parent to Miss Tusheen for taking care of Ridhi so much.
Ridhi has has adapted to the school so fast.A big thanks to all h to all the mentors and especially Ms
Tusheen.

146

Name:Surbhi Jindal
Student Name: Kaireen Jindal
Year Group: Red Cardinal A
Mentor Name: Priyanka Sharma
Message: Ms. Priyanka you are an amazing mentor! Kudos to you for always being prepared, giving
personalised attention and sharing relevant knowledge with them always! We as parents also learn in
each session from you. The way you take interest in what children have to say, even beyond the
classroom definitely has made you a favourite amongst them! Bear hugs and love from Kaireen to you
always!

147

Name:Surbhi Jindal
Student Name: Kaireen Jindal
Year Group: Red Cardinal A
Mentor Name: Uncle Jose
Message: Uncle Jose you are an absolute delight to watch and listen to! Not just for the children but us
too! The mornings are so bright and cheerful when we start the day with you! There is an amazing
warmth and positivity in your voice which is endearing to all children. Kudos to you to always spread
cheer all around! Love from Kaireen always!

148

Name:Palak Mahajan
Student Name: Vehaan Mahajan
Year Group: Blue berry B
Mentor Name: Navya Kohli

Message: She is great mentor who keeps lot of patience with kids. She tries to communicate with all
the kids.

149

Name:jhelum
Student Name: tiara
Year Group: 2a
Mentor Name: MS.JASVEEN
Message: Dear Mam, It is a pleasure to get an opportunity to appreciate you as the best mentor to our
kids. You take full control of the class with dignity,grace and firmness. You are sweet and loving yet
constantly embibe discipline and values into the students. Never have you left any child's efforts
unnoticed. Always encouraged with appreciation. Your classes are simple and interesting maintaining a
balance and comfort zone of the kids in terms of speed, time and understanding. Thanks for being
Tiara's mentor. She is proud of you. Regards, JHELUM NARANG 2A

150

Name:Gurleen khurana
Student Name: Raihat khurana
Year Group: 2-A
Mentor Name: Ms. Jazveen Matharu

Message: Ms. Jazveen has been Raihat’s mentor in class 1 and now in class 2 also. She’s extremely
warm and polite to the kids and Raihat loves attending her class. She keeps all the kids involved in the
class and makes it fun for them. I have had an excellent experience with her. She has been very
understanding, very polite and very prompt in solving my problems. From the past two years all my
issues and doubts have been cleared and I have not faced any problem. Even during the parent’s
teacher meetings last year she was always very welcoming and smiling. Me and raihat have always
been very comfortable with her. Thankyou

151

Name:Parul Maini Malik
Student Name: Vihaan Malik
Year Group: Key stage 1 (2-A)
Mentor Name: Ms. Jazveen Matharu
Message: Ms. Jazveen has been like a second mother to my son, Vihaan since his EYFS days. He
absolutely adores her and I understand why! She is a perfect blend of being gentle yet assertive, and
makes sure that the learning is fun. Ms. Jazveen has taught the toughest of topics with great ease, and
it is no surprise that the children have a good recall of concepts even after the term is over. Thanks to
Ms. Jazveen, Vihaan has taken very well to the virtual lessons as well. We feel blessed to have her as
our mentor! THANK YOU, ma’am!

152

Name:Naina Sahni
Student Name: Rishaan Sahni
Year Group: EYFS A
Mentor Name: Ms Vernica

Message: Dear Vernica M'am Words tend to fall short when it comes to describe you or thank you. We
all have been through so many ups and downs this year but you have been our constant support. You
have not only played a role of an exceptional teacher but a mentor, listener, coach, and my role model
too. Not only Rishaan but i look upto to seeing you virtually every morning. They say a positive attitude
and a smile goes a long way but yours lasted almost the entire year without fail. Thank you for
brightening up each school day and our lives too. Soooo much to learn from you. Thank u for being
such an outstanding and a terrific teacher. Rishaan loves you like how!!!!

153

Name:emily shawl
Student Name: aayan shabir shawl
Year Group: 2A
Mentor Name: Jazveen Matharu
Message: Jazveen Ma'am is very passion about her work. she is very kind and polite towards her
studends and great rol model for them. i am very glad that she is my son mentor.

154

Name:Aayushi Verma
Student Name: Ayaan Verma
Year Group: 1 E
Mentor Name: Ms Neeti

Message: This has been the most challenging year ever in the lives of all students’ teachers and
parents as well. Maintaining a virtual relationship with a mentor like ms Neeti was wonderful and
overwhelming for Ayaan. Thanks and a big big applause for me Neeti for being such a wonderful
mentor for Ayaan and the entire class. Thanks.

155

Name:Bhawani Kumari Marwah
Student Name: Dakshraj Singh Marwah
Year Group: Year 2 A
Mentor Name: Ms Jazveen

Message: I have had the privilege of observing Ms Jazveen’s classes over the last 2 terms. She is an
exceptional mentor who is very connected with the children. Her classes are highly interactive and she
knows exactly what is going on with each child. This I have observed on a number of occasions - if a
child is not feeling well or distracted she immediately is able to identify the child and draw him or her in.
The children really seem to enjoy her classes as they are fun and they love her. It’s amazing how fast
they pick up knowledge and information in this manner. My gratitude and thanks to Ms Jazveen for the
wonderful job she is doing. I am so glad she is my son’s mentor. She has set the standard very high
and is an asset to The Ardee School. Thank you.

156

Name:Rima Goyal
Student Name: Maisha Goyal
Year Group: Grade 1
Mentor Name: Ms. Vinita Matta
Message: We are thankful and greatful to all the mentors for ensuring quality learning and patience
during these difficult times.

157

Name:Saba maqbool
Student Name: Enaaya Maqbool
Year Group: 2-A
Mentor Name: Jazween
Message: Very patient and deticated

158

Name:Shweta juneja
Student Name: Sahir Juneja
Year Group: Year 1A
Mentor Name: Ms Aditi Sabarwal
Message: Ms Aditi is one of the finest mentors of The Ardee School. She is firm yet knows how to keep
the kids interested in the studies. A teacher for who discipline is foremost in the class. She personally
knows all her kids weeknesses and tries to work on it too. We are lucky to have her as our mentor.

159

Name:Laila Tacke
Student Name: Lakshmi Kaur Tacke

Year Group: 2A
Mentor Name: Monica
Message: Monica Mam has done an outstanding job in rekindling kids interest in Hindi. With her
friendly, clear approach my daughter has opened up to learn this language and is even preparing for
her lessons. Her lessons are structured and broken down in digestible chunks which has been very
helpful

160

Name:Samai Singh
Student Name: Nivreti Arora
Year Group: 1A
Mentor Name: Mamta Kochar
Message: I would like to make a special mention for her methods and the way she connects with the
children. Her methods are innovative and engaging.

161

Name:Sayma Ansari
Student Name: Areeba Erum
Year Group: 1
Mentor Name: Isha
Message: Dear Ms Isha Thank you for keeping calm in all the chaos this year has bought. Always
patient and so kind with the little ones, that's just what they need. Areeba has found an undying interest
in mathematics and I hope she continues to strive under your guidance. Thank you from the bottom of
my heart.God bless.

162

Name:Sayma Ansari

Student Name: Areeba Erum
Year Group: 1
Mentor Name: Ms. Vrinda Matta

Message: Dear Miss Vrinda Since the moment I received the mail from you, saying that you will be
Grade 1 mentor for Areeba, I was ecstatic. Your undying passion for teaching and love for the little
ones makes you the amazing mentor that you are. It's unbelievable to see even in virtual learning your
understanding and knowledge has been rock solid. Each of your lessons has been impactul on
Areeba.... Be it understanding of phonics, ryhming words, grammar, after every class Areeba has
gained knowledge and that we can witness in her daily conversations and activities. I can't thank you
enough for being such a wonderful mentor for my daughter. God bless!

163

Name:Samiksha apan
Student Name: Lavitr apan
Year Group: Grade 1D
Mentor Name: Radhika Jindal and Anuradha Chauhan
Message: It has been a tough year for everyone and it has been difficult for our children as well. They
were used to meeting and socializing their peer group and now suddenly they are at home all the time.
We are so thankful to Anuradha ma’am and Radhika Ma’am, they have been extremely kind. They are
always available to the children. They listen to the children with patience sometimes even during the
breaks. They are careful to give the children attention and even guage what the children have
understood in the lesson. We are thankful for the love and support they have given my son, Lavitr
Apan.

164

Name:Ruchika
Student Name: Shreyaan malhotra
Year Group: 1c
Mentor Name: Miss Vrinda
Message: Miss Vrinda is an excellent teacher..my son Shreyaan mixed up so quicky with her..she
makes it a point that all kids are participating which is the key for a good class.. Regards Ruchika

165

Name:Gauri Arora
Student Name: Viraj Arora
Year Group: 1-d
Mentor Name: Radhika Jindal
Message: Radhika ma’am is very caring and shows a lot of patience with the children. She is a
wonderful mentor and guide for my child.

166

Name:Gauri Arora
Student Name: Sannah Arora
Year Group: 10
Mentor Name: Sakshi seth
Message: Sakshi ma’am is a very caring teacher. She has helped me become much better at
economics by teaching and making the topics much clearer and easy to understand. Learning with her
is a lot of fun !!

167

Name:Reema Mittal

Student Name: Shridhi Mittal
Year Group: Year 1
Mentor Name: Ms Vrinda Matta and Ms . Isha Sawhney
Message: As the words are not enough to appreciate the hardwork and efforts put in by you all but I
would like to say ThankYou for all you do!

168

169

Name:Reema Mittal
Student Name: Atharv Mittal
Year Group: Year 6
Mentor Name: Ms. Natasha
Message: As the words are always less to appreciate the the hardwork and efforts put in by you but I
just want to say Thank You for all you do!

Name:Surbhi Jindal
Student Name: Kaireen Jindal
Year Group: Red Cardinal A
Mentor Name: Priyanka Sharma
Message: Ms. Priyanka you are an amazing mentor! Kudos to you for always being prepared, giving
personalised attention and sharing relevant knowledge with them always! We as parents also learn in
each session from you. The way you take interest in what children have to say, even beyond the
classroom definitely has made you a favourite amongst them! Bear hugs and love from Kaireen to you
always!

170
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Name:Priya Datta
Student Name: Aallia Datta
Year Group: 1 B
Mentor Name: Shweta Arora
Message: On behalf of Aallia - “Shweta ma’am teaches me lot of nice nice things and I like her a lot.
She teaches me about plants and science. I want to give you a virtual hug. “ Thank you for all your
efforts Shweta ma’am. Your hard work and patience will go a lot way in paving the path for their bright
future.

Name:Tanvi Aggarwal
Student Name: Palvit Gupta
Year Group: Red Cardinal B
Mentor Name: Priyanka Sharma and Ms Mehak
Message: Both the mentors are really helpful and encouraging. My son has built a special bond with
both. Their way of teaching is fun and engaging. I am glad my son is being mentored by them.

172

Name:Chandini Khanna
Student Name: Raisa Khanna
Year Group: Red
Mentor Name: Ms Mehak

Message: Our Mentor Ms Mehak is a true example of what a teacher should be! She has taken it upon
herself to glide our children smoothly through these tough times and the taxing norm of home
schooling! We look forward to the class as her smiling face and warm gestures make our children fall in
love with her! We are lucky to have someone like her as a guide for our children and make them the
positive beings they are today!

173

Name:Aayat Miglani
Student Name: Aayat Miglani
Year Group: 3A
Mentor Name: Miss Neha , Miss Sunita , Miss pooja ,
Message: Teachers are the light that Shines upon evry child ,, thank you for guiding our children
through these tough times with your warmth , your support & your promising commitment towards
students, you Be unwell or any inconvenience, you all have been there for us to guide us , teach us n
love us.Your unconditional support means a lot to our child , Aayat is blessed to have you all by her
side and we can’t thank you enough for being there for Aayat, Thank you for giving this smooth
direction to virtual lessons , you guys are real stars

174

Name:Avani Kanoi
Student Name: Paridhi Kanoi
Year Group: Red Cardinal B
Mentor Name: Miss Mehak Singh
Message: Miss Mehak is the reason for the sparkle in Paridhi’s eyes, the reason behind all the giggles
and laughter every morning and a breath of fresh air in these trying times! We are extremely blessed
and grateful to have such a wonderful mentor and we wish her all our love and happiness always!

175

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Meher Rajat Mehra
Year Group: Year 2
Mentor Name: Ms. Tamanna
Message: Meher did not know anything about computers till a few months back. This pandemic gave
her a sudden exposure to the laptop and internet, but Ms. Tamanna was the one who made Meher
understand how she can use this machine for enhancing and expressing her creativity. Meher always
looks forward to her ICT Classes and keeps finding ways to impress Ms.Tamanna with her little
knowledge and work. Ms. Tamanna deserves all the recognition for her work.

176

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Meher Rajat Mehra, Nitara Rajat Mehra
Year Group: Year 2, EYFS
Mentor Name: Ms. J (Dance Mentor)

Message: Both Meher and Nitara enjoy their dance sessions with Ms.J. They show off their skills to all
the family members post their classes. They enjoy, learn and look forward to their dance session. Ms.J
in very little time has become very popular with the kids. I congratulate her for her efforts.

177

Name:Mansi Kalia
Student Name: Meher Rajat Mehra
Year Group: Year 2
Mentor Name: Ms. Preeti Nahata
Message: Ms. Preeti was Meher's mentor in Environment Red and then again in EYFS. Meher has
been ever so fond of her. One of the best parts of moving to NFC from SSP for Meher was that even
though she was in Grade 1, she could still see her earlier mentors around, especially Ms.Preeti. The
love and kindness she always had for Meher goes beyond words and hence, I would like to take this
opportunity to recognise her efforts and hard work.

178

Name:Goldy Jain
Student Name: Sanaya Jain
Year Group: 2A
Mentor Name: Mrs Jazveen
Message: She is a wonderful teacher. She has been Sanaya ‘s mentor from the last three years and I
have seen tremendous progress and growth in Sanaya. In this new virtual world also, I love the way
she explains everything so patiently and makes it easier for the child to understand. I’m really grateful
to her for guiding and understanding my child so well.

179

Name:Priyanka Garg
Student Name: Ikisha Garg
Year Group: Year 6
Mentor Name: Ms. Natasha
Message: Her quality to never give up on her students and push them to their limits is definitely
appreciable. Even though she has only met the kids virtually, she is doing a remarkable job in being
one of the best mentors ever!!

180

Name:Smita Lath
Student Name: Anika Lath
Year Group: 1 C
Mentor Name: Ms. Isha
Message: We like how patiently she handles all the kids.

181

Name:Ms. Tarannum Danish
Student Name: Sheikh Ebrahim Ahmed
Year Group: grade 11
Mentor Name: Mr. Chellani
Message: All the grade 11 mentors are commendable and friendly but Mr.Chellani is more as he is very
humble in teaching and soft spoken.

182

Name:Kriti & Nikhil Dhingra
Student Name: Zoya Dhingra

Year Group: 3A
Mentor Name: Ms. Meenal Sehgal

Message: We have been part of Ardee ever since our daughter Zoya Dhingra started her schooling.
From then till now we certainly have been fortunate enough to have a perfect mentor for our child.
Nevertheless, all of them have been amazing. This year in grade 3 all the mentors played an
overwhelming role but if we really have to pick the one who really made it fun and motivated Zoya to
great heights is definitely Ms. Meenal. We really appreciate her continuous support and a jovial
approach towards the learning even during these tough times. The last few months have been
challenging for everyone, but we like to think that it has given us as a parent, the opportunity to see our
child's performance in this new environment from close quarters. And what we have seen has left us in
awe of Ms. Meenal. The patience and gentleness with which she deals with the children, the way she
encourages yet challenge them, the way she celebrates them and infuse them with confidence and
excitement - it is beyond commendable. Lastly, a good teacher is everything a parent can never be.
Thanks, for being one!

183

Name:Ranjit Kaur Ghai
Student Name: Sifat Kaur Ghai and Sumer Singh Ghai
Year Group: Blue Ocean A
Mentor Name: Priyanka Singh
Message: Miss Priyanka is the best mentor for our twin’s .she always tries different ways of explaining
the things so that the kids of this age relate. She gives a lot of time and attention to each child. She has
been a big blessing to our kids during this pandemic times. Thank you Priyanka Ma’am

184

Name:Gauri Arora
Student Name: Viraj Arora
Year Group: 1-d
Mentor Name: Radhika Jindal
Message: Radhika ma’am is very caring and shows a lot of patience with the children. She is a
wonderful mentor and guide for my child.

185

Name:Dimple Chawla
Student Name: Viaan Chawla
Year Group: Red coral A batch
Mentor Name: Runjhun Gupta
Message: I would like the thank you Miss Runjhun Gupta and I am very grateful to have you as my child’s
teacher. Your ways and method of teaching is so impactful that every child can't forget the concepts. You are the
true inspiration for my child. You really activate the huger of knowledge and wisdom in to every child. Thank you
for all the hard work and continuous efforts in every class. Without your kindness, care, patience and enthusiasm
viaan couldn't have reached at this level where he knows a lot of things at this age. Thank you for being so
considerate and making every child happy during every session. Your encouragement towards all students is
commendable.

186

Name:Fauzia Siddiqui
Student Name: Ibrahim Siddiqui
Year Group: 2D
Mentor Name: Ms. Chhavi Kapoor

Message: Ms. Chhavi is the most patient and lovable mentor. Virtual studies are so much fun with her
and my son daily looks forward to meet her. She engages the children and always make them feel
special.

187

Name:Atan Sethi
Student Name: Anhad Singh Sethi
Year Group: 1B
Mentor Name: Shivani Sapra
Message: Very determined and righteous. Dedicated to her work and children, makes sure each child
completes their work and understands concepts properly. Always helps and supports. Most importantly
encourages and compliments child for their hard work which motivates them. Thank you for everything
ma’am

188

Name:Atan Sethi
Student Name: Anhad Sethi
Year Group: 1B
Mentor Name: Miss Monica Yadav
Message: She is the sweetest and softest spoken. Children adore her. Does everything with calmness
and patience and always wears a smile. Thank you for everything.

189

Name:Atan Sethi
Student Name: Anhad Sethi
Year Group: 1B

Mentor Name: Miss Shefali
Message: Anhad loves Shefali ma’am and the reading sessions. He adores the way she speaks and is
friendly and polite to all. Thank you for everything.

190

Name:Shilpa gill
Student Name: Aaryan Singh Gill
Year Group: 3B
Mentor Name: Meenal
Message: She is very kind and knows how to get even the naughtiest of kids to listen to her .

191

Name:Niharika Makhijani
Student Name: Yuvana Makhijani
Year Group: Red coral B
Mentor Name: Ms. Neeti Chugh
Message: I think she’s a very pleasant teacher who understands the pace of the children.My daughter
Yuvana loves her . She wants to show her everything that she does and in return she acknowledges
her beautifully . Also she understands the child very well and makes sure that every child gets all the
attention they require . Always smiling and always making our little ones smile .

192
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Name:Samriti malhotra
Student Name: Ivana nath
Year Group: Red’s
Mentor Name: Ms. Mehak
Message: I dont think any one could have done justice to online classes other than miss mehak. She is
the best mentor & i am glad that we got her again as out mentor after Montessori aswell. How swiftly
she takes the session and make the children engaged is incredible. Glad we have her as our daughter
mentor.

Name:Ashita Kochhar
Student Name: Ariana Kochhar
Year Group: Red Coral B 2020
Mentor Name: Ms. Neeti
Message: We absolutely adore our Neeti Ma’am, the way she teaches concepts so calmly and
patiently. Her bright smile wishing and appreciating each child every morning is a delight. And we truly
appreciate her for all her efforts put in our class.

194

Name:Jazz Kaur
Student Name: Sehgur kaur
Year Group: Eyfs - D
Mentor Name: MS. Nidhi
Message: She has a unique and calm way to handle all the children in class. I have always
acknowledged, of her being so interactive with each child from class. She is a great mentor from who
our kids have gained so much.

195

Name:Radhika Dhumal
Student Name: Anahita Subberwal
Year Group: Red coral
Mentor Name: Runjhun Gupta
Message: Runjhun is an amazing mentor, gentle, graceful and patient with kids. Anahita loves Runjhun
mam and would do much to make her happy and smile. Shes gifted. May God bless her always.

196

Name:Ruchi Dutta
Student Name: Aarav Ashish Dutta
Year Group: Eyfsd
Mentor Name: Nidhi Sharma
Message: Best teacher for our kids.... know how to tc of kids ... know how to tackle things.... very happy
with her ... thnks

197

Name:BHUPINDER GHAI
Student Name: PAVIT SINGH GHAI
Year Group: EYFS-A
Mentor Name: TINA ARORA
Message: She’s been my child’s mentor for the last two years abs we have seen her on site and online
both. I am extremely happy how she has mentored my child. He has developed into a confident bright
global citizen. Considering how sensitive Pavit is , she’s gone beyond her call of duty and really worked
hard on him. We are actually lucky to have her as Pavit’s mentor. He’s so much attached to her and
confides in her more than us as parents. She’s more than just a mentor. She’s his life coach. I have no
hesitation in stating that she’s a great asset to Ardee and easily the best Teacher/Mentor in the EYFS
age group.

198

Name:Ishween Sidana
Student Name: Kiyana Sidana
Year Group: EYFS C
Mentor Name: Ms. Ankita BansalMessage: I would like to nominate her and give her credit for
focussing on each child and also going with the pace of the kids She would make sure each child
understands the concept before moving on rather than just completing the day’s course Thank you for
always motivating and always appreciating kids which further helps them to give there best and hence
she completely deserves an award for putting unnerving efforts during such testing times

199

Name:Jazz Kaur
Student Name: Guran singh
Year Group: Red

Mentor Name: Ms. Garima
Message: Ms Garima has shown all the patience in this world with my child I believe, she has taken the
best out of my son. Even though he is a child of few words but he misses His mentors when he has
reasons to skip school. He looks forward for his class the moment he gets out of his bed . This reason
should be enough i feel as he has never met his mentor in person but still wakes up with so much
eagerness for his class virtually and it is all because of her responding and treating them in right
manner . Kudos to Ms Garima

200

Name:Anumeet Beri
Student Name: Yuvraaj Beri
Year Group: 2020
Mentor Name: Ms. Neeti chugh
Message: She has lot of patience and understanding. She is full of energy and keeps the kids engaged.
Happy to have her as my child’s mentor. Have high regards for all the teachers who are working
tirelessly in these VUCA times.

201

Name:Shikha Sodhi
Student Name: Aveer Sodhi
Year Group: Eyfs c
Mentor Name: Navneet Anand, Sunpreet Kaur

Message: Cannot express enough gratitude for these two Great mentors the way the children are
shaping up has lots to do with teacher and values at school apart From home although this year has
been rough for all But the effort put by the mentor needs to be applauded would cast my vote for both
the above for Being so self less specially Navneet reallly cannot pit to words the effort I see she puts in
with each child not just mine . In her absence Naina did the same and was always there for the kids
and parents even though must not be easy for her so would like to appreciate both

202

Name:Aditi
Student Name: Samriddh gupta
Year Group: Blue ocean b
Mentor Name: Ms Arushi
Message: She is simply amazing. No amount of words can do justice to her efforts and ability to connect with the
child. Extremely thankful for her during these online classes

203

Name:Karishma Kapoor
Student Name: Viara Kapoor
Year Group: Red Coral B
Mentor Name: Ms. Neeti Chugh

Message: Ms. Neeti is an exceptionally good mentor who completely understands the psyche of kids
and deals with it very well. The way she gives attention to all the kids without making anyone feel left
out in such a short span is commendable. Ms. Neeti & Ms. Manmeet are both very loving and
affectionate mentors. Ms. Manmeet is also a very good mentor and puts in a lot of effort with the kids.
However, I would like to give that extra edge to Ms. Neeti as my daughter simply adores her.

204

Name:Richa Aggarwal
Student Name: Ruhaan Aggarwal
Year Group: Red coral D
Mentor Name: Palakh Jashnani
Message: Excellent mentor. Has a beautiful knack of handling such small kids on a virtual platform.
Great effort!

205

Name:Priyanka Daftary Dawar
Student Name: Natasha Dawar
Year Group: Year 2C
Mentor Name: Divya Pant

Message: Natasha has had Miss. Divya Pant as her mentor in year 1 and now in year 2. She is so
patient with the children and has a way of making each and everyone of them feel special and loved.
She forms such a strong bond with the children and I am grateful Natasha has had her as a mentor in
grade 1 and now grade 2. The only sad part is that year 2 has been virtual but nonetheless her love for
Divya ma'am remains the same. She has such a warm personality and is ever smiling. She is able to
be stict with the children without making them feel like they are being reprimanded. I could go on and
on about what a great mentor she is. In conclusion I would like to say that not just miss divya but also
all the other mentors are absolutely brilliant and I believe that our children are going to be amazing
strong leaders and will succeed in every walk of like thanks to the love and dedication of the mentors
and for that matter all the staff, down t.

206

Name:Rupam malik
Student Name: Ramaaira malik
Year Group: 4
Mentor Name: Ms. Tina
Message: The best teacher ever!!!

207

Name:Ashween Kaur
Student Name: Samarvir Singh Anand
Year Group: Red Coral A
Mentor Name: Runjhun Gupta

Message: Ms. Runjhun is a very dedicated, sincere and hard working teacher. She makes sure every
child is actively involved in the class. My son now looks forward to the virtual classes and participates in
all the activities done by her in class. She is also a very good singer and kids love to hear her sing
rhymes for them.
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209

Name:Dr Niti Sethi
Student Name: Advit Sethi
Year Group: 3
Mentor Name: Ms Neha
Message: You a great teacher ,combination of compassion and discipline with all the kids ,who has
always praised them , focus on their strength and always motivated them to reach their potential. We
are so fortunate to have you as my child ‘s class mentor.

Name:Arsheen Kharbanda
Student Name: Siraj Singh Kharbanda
Year Group: EYFS B
Mentor Name: MS SAUMYA KHEMKA

Message: Respected ma’am , I want to take this opportunity to thank you for your efforts and hard
work. When the session began i was so skeptical how virtual school will be , how practical and useful it
will be but the way you conduct classes and involve every kid is commendable. You make sure each
child understands the concept from you and are even willing to stay back during virtual retreats to clear
their doubts. The kids and we parents are super lucky to have you as a mentor for our kids during these
tuff times. We feel their studies are not getting hampered at all and all because of you and the entire
Ardee team. We are happy to have chosen Ardee School for our child and look forward to their
beautiful journey ahead.

210

Name:Tanvi bathla
Student Name: Diya bathla
Year Group: 1 -B
Mentor Name: Ms Shivani and Ms Shweta

Message: Firstly, we join our hands in thanking the entire Ardee School family including all the mentors
and the faculty who have helped us come through this pandemic with great joy and happiness. Ms
Shivani and Ms Shweta, both have been amazingly great with our daughters mental growth which we
think as parents couldn’t manage. A big big hug of thanks to them. They have proved to be great
teachers because teaching children in this virtual world is not at all easy. That have been soo patient
with each and every child and made sure that they listen to all the doubts and problems the children
face. Diya Bathla was one of the children who usually used to unmute often and interrupt but the way
they handled and improved her over the time has been incredible. Thank you soooo much once again
for everything teachers!! We love you and will always be grateful to you!! Well, if it’s said that God
couldn’t be everywhere so he created Mothers, we could continue saying that God forgot to put
patience in mothers so he created teachers. Thank you to the entire Ardee School family.

211

Name:Chaitanya Aggarwal
Student Name: Anairra Aggarwal
Year Group: Blue Teal A
Mentor Name: Gauri Suri
Message: We'd like to place on record our deepest appreciation for Gauri Mam. For the last nearly 8
months, she's been a virtue of patience. It's not easy to handle a dozen or so 3.5 year old's all together
and yet she's done the same with such grace and poises that it is an inspiration for us as parents as
well. Thank you so much for everything that you do and have done Mam!!

212

Name:Sonal Aggarwal
Student Name: Anaisha Aggarwal
Year Group: 1c
Mentor Name: Vrinda Matta
Message: Vrinda ma’am is fabulous and fun.. I love talking to her and learning from her.. thank you Vrinda
ma’am for your guidance and affection. Love and Regards, Anaisha

213

Name:Vachan Aggarwal
Student Name: Anaisha Aggarwal
Year Group: 1c
Mentor Name: Isha Sawhney
Message: Isha ma’am is a great teacher and I enjoy learning maths and science from her .. thank you
ma’am for your guidance and affection. Love and Regards, Anaisha

214

Name:Dr Niti Sethi
Student Name: Ahaana Sethi
Year Group: 7
Mentor Name: Ms Natasha
Message: The compassionate bond you create with the students is commendable. The fondness for
you has always increased with passing time. We are fortunate to have you as our child’s mentor.

215

Name:Rima Goyal

Student Name: Twisha Goyal
Year Group: Transition Red
Mentor Name: Ms. Palakh Jashnani
Message: We would like to thank Ms. Palakh for making the virtual session fun and engaging for our
little ones. It is not an easy task to impart learning to such young children and it being virtually is all the
more challenging. Hence really appreciate the efforts taken by everyone. Thanks

216

Name:Nonita Sehgl Kayastha
Student Name: Vrehan Kayastha
Year Group: Red coral A
Mentor Name: Runjhun Mam

Message: Dear Team We would like to vote for Runjhun Mam. She takes great pains in teaching and
motivating every child. At the same time she is very patient and loving to all her students equally. She
makes sure that all children learn at their own pace. We really enjoy attending the classes and the best
part is that Vrehan has learnt so much last few months. Thanks Mam and Ardee school. We really
appreciate the efforts. Warm regards Nonita Sehgl Kayastha Mother of Vrehan Kayastha

217

Name:Prerna Jalan
Student Name: Yadhuraj Jalan
Year Group: Blue ocean A
Mentor Name: Priyanka Ma’am

Message: Priyanka Ma’am is Yadhuraj’s best friend. The day she is unable to take the class , he loses
interest and is not at all attentive in the class .

218

Name:Karishma Kapoor
Student Name: Viara Kapoor
Year Group: Red Coral B
Mentor Name: Ms. Neeti Chugh
Message: Ms. Neeti is an exceptionally good mentor who completely understands the psyche of kids
and deals with it very well. The way she gives attention to all the kids without making anyone feel left
out in such a short span is commendable. Ms. Neeti & Ms. Manmeet are both very loving and
affectionate mentors. Ms. Manmeet is also a very good mentor and puts in a lot of effort with the kids.
However, I would like to give that extra edge to Ms. Neeti as my daughter simply adores her.

219

Name:BHUPINDER GHAI
Student Name: PAVIT SINGH GHAI
Year Group: EYFS-A
Mentor Name: TINA ARORA

Message: She’s been my child’s mentor for the last two years abs we have seen her on site and online
both. I am extremely happy how she has mentored my child. He has developed into a confident bright
global citizen. Considering how sensitive Pavit is , she’s gone beyond her call of duty and really worked
hard on him. We are actually lucky to have her as Pavit’s mentor. He’s so much attached to her and
confides in her more than us as parents. She’s more than just a mentor. She’s his life coach. I have no
hesitation in stating that she’s a great asset to Ardee and easily the best Teacher/Mentor in the EYFS
age group.

220

Name:Gagandeep Singh
Student Name: Raihat khurana
Year Group: 2
Mentor Name: Ms Jazveen
Message: Helpful & courteous !!

221

Name:Shivani Mittal
Student Name: Shiven mittal
Year Group: 3a
Mentor Name: Parul jain
Message: Ms Parul was shiven's class teacher in grade 2 .. Whatever progress shiven did in that year
100% credit goes to her .. she was so prompt with her mails and messages.. cudnt get a better teacher
than her
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Name:Gavakshi Bhatia

Student Name: Hridaan Bhatia
Year Group: Year 2 B
Mentor Name: Ms. Nishtha
Message: I would like to appreciate MS. Nishtha’s enthusiasm and patience towards children. It has
encouraged my child to be keener on learning new things and motivated him to be more confident
about his knowledge. It has been really challenging for the mentor to keep children involved virtually. I
am grateful for all the efforts being put by the mentors. Thank you
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Name:Mrinal Gupta Virmani
Student Name: Ananya Virmani
Year Group: Year 7
Mentor Name: Ms Natasha Raheja

Message: My daughter is always looking forward to attending lessons with Ms Natasha. I think she
connects very well with the students and understands their concerns/ emotions. She is very realistic in
terms of setting deadlines for the work assigned and makes learning an enjoyable experience. Ms
Natasha understands each kid of Yr 7 and their strength and weaknesses. My daughter is always ready
to go an extra mile for Work assigned by her and shares a beautiful bond with Ms Natasha.
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Name:JASPREET VIRDI
Student Name: SIDDHIMA SINGH
Year Group: 5 A
Mentor Name: TUSHEEN KAUR

Message: Ms. TUSHEEN is a great source of knowledge and she always encourages her students she
inspires the students n she is a really creative teacher she is a very affectionate teacher she is a
spectacular teacher
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Name:Gavakshi Bhatia
Student Name: Drishika Bhatia
Year Group: Year 3
Mentor Name: Ms.pooja Math mentor and ms. Meenal humanities mentor
Message: I would like to appreciate MS. Meenal’s and Ms. pooja ‘s enthusiasm and patience towards
children . It has encouraged my child to be more keen on learning new things and motivated her to be
more confident about her knowledge towards the concepts being taught . It has been really challenging
for the mentor to keep children involved virtually. Also, I would like to add ms. Meenal’s and ms. Pooja
‘s dedication towards their profession is commendable . They both have been extremely kind and polite
with the children at all times. They both understand child’s psychology very well. I am grateful for all the
efforts being put by the mentors. Thank you
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Name:Kamayani
Student Name: Karman kaul
Year Group: Grade 9
Mentor Name: Ms. Saakshi seth
Message: She was karmans class teacher in grade 6 as well when he joined Ardee.she is very sensitive , soft
spoken ,prompt to respond . She is likeable and responsible.
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Name:Aparna
Student Name: Tara Sanyal Goswami
Year Group: EYFS
Mentor Name: Daman Nirula
Message: Ms. Nirula is an extremely competent mentor. She is very patient with the kids, and gives
them space to express themselves. For me, the best test is always whether my daughter wants to
attend school, especially in the current challenging situation of online classes. Ms. Nirula's magic has
ensured that my daughter not only looks forward to attending her classes by herself, but also
participates actively in them.
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Name:Meghna Ramchandani
Student Name: Trisha Ramchandani
Year Group: 3A
Mentor Name: Neha Nagdev
Message: Thank you Neha Ma’am for being the best teacher ever! You are wonderful and kind.
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Name:Risha Jain
Student Name: Viaan Jain
Year Group: 2A
Mentor Name: Parul Jain
Message: She is a well balanced teacher. Always making sure that kids are paying attention and
through with the concepts. She makes sure everyone completes their class work. She is very pleasant
and am glad she is teaching Viaan.
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Name:
.
Student Name: Amaira H Gulati
Year Group: Year 3
Mentor Name: Ms. Palak Bajaj
Message: As per my child she is the best Mentor as she gives equal attention to each child and is
always polite.
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Name:Vani Banga
Student Name: Ameraa Banga
Year Group: 2A
Mentor Name: Parul n jazveen
Message: The efforts by the mentors are commendable, they make sure that every child understands
each n every concept. We have realised how much patience they work with during virtual classes. My
respect for the mentors has increased manifolds after seeing their hardwork in virtual classes. My
sincere thanks to them.
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Name:Priyanka Mundhra
Student Name: Aanya Mundhra
Year Group: 4A
Mentor Name: Pooja Arora

Message: Ms. Pooja is a perfect mentor one could ask for, for their child. She is their friend, mentor,
parent and guide. We admire the way she prompts and encourages our child to open up and share in
class. She ensures that each child feels involved and participates actively. Ms. Pooja applauds them
fairly when they do something applaudable and also goes an extra mile to make them accept
disappointment or defeat sportingly.
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Name:Saanvi Mittal
Student Name: Maulik Mittal
Year Group: 4 B
Mentor Name: Mrs Bindu Arora
Message: Greetings!! I would like to appreciate the efforts and hard work of Mrs Bindu Arora . A big
applause and thanks to her for the efforts she puts in especially through these trying times. Though all
mentors are putting best of their efforts but Maulik always look forward for her lesson. She always
boost the moral of kids and motivates them to participate in every competition. Thank you Mrs Bindu for
being so kind and supportive!!
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Name:Priyanka
Student Name: Kiaan raj vachhar
Year Group: 3A
Mentor Name: Ms Meenal , Ms palak , Ms pooja , Ms Neha ,Ms nidhi
Message: Kiaan absolutely loves his mentors. He’s unable to pick one.
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Name:Simran sharma

Student Name: Shivaansh Sharma
Year Group: 2-c
Mentor Name: Ms. Rashi
Message: We really appreciate the efforts ms.rashi takes with our kids ..she’s so kind and gentle with
Kids ...she gives chance to every child to speak and ensures that no one is neglected . My son has
started interactive in class and he’s become so expressive.. I wish she stays with us.
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Name:Neetu popli
Student Name: Myraa popli
Year Group: 2d
Mentor Name: Miss nischint and miss chhavi
Message: They are the best .Myraa is so lucky to have them
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Name:Ridhi Anand
Student Name: Veer Gupta
Year Group: EYFS D
Mentor Name: Ms Aakshi
Message: The most loving and patient person. Very caring. My son refuses to sit for any class where
he can't see his Aakshi maam.
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Name:Kriti Sabharwal
Student Name: Sahana Sabharwal
Year Group: Red cardinal B

Mentor Name: Ms Mehak

Message: Ms Mehak has been an exemplary teacher. From the first day at Ardee to online schooling
and continuing the virtual classes, she has always showered love and warmth on All the kids. For our
kids, Ardee school classes mean Ms Mehak . We really appreciate her efforts in making the child so
comfortable and easy . She listens to the children with such patience. We really look forward to seeing
her in class and the sweet gestures she does at the end of class are really commendable. I feel we are
truly blessed with genuinely the best mentor. I also would like to mention, Ms Priyanka. Her efforts
towards making the children comfortable with her over time are really appreciated.
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Name:Atan Sethi
Student Name: Anhad sethi
Year Group: 1 B
Mentor Name: Miss Seema Puri
Message: She is an absolute delight to hear and watch. Anhad loves her sessions. Miss Seema has a
way with words and is ever polite and soft spoken. There is so much to learn from her. The topics
covered are really practical and realistic. Thank you for everything.
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Name:Pooja Marwah
Student Name: Amaaira Marwah
Year Group: 5B
Mentor Name: Miss Meenal
Message: Miss Meenal is kindly and helpful she is caring to all of us she is a great mentor.
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Name:Anisha kapoor
Student Name: Pernia kapoor
Year Group: Year 1
Mentor Name: Vrinda and isha
Message: They r extremely helpful and motivating..Children are so at ease and comfortable with
them..very patient and polite mentors.
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Name:Renuka chawla
Student Name: Anaya chawla
Year Group: 1 c
Mentor Name: Vrinda matta, Isha Sawhney
Message: This is a little note to appreciate your endless effort to inspire and motivate these little minds.
You have inculcated love for learning in them. Your patience is second to none and Thank you is too
small a word for your hard work in these testing times God bless you both
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Name:Namrata Jain
Student Name: Aahana
Year Group: TR-B
Mentor Name: Neeti chugh

Message: Neeti Ma’am is an amazing mentor. She is very loving, patient and thoughtful teacher. She
conducts virtual classes very comfortably and makes them interesting for the kids. She encourages the
little ones in class to be more independent and confident, she also involves the kids in the activities
done. Aahana has grown very fond of her and really looks forward to the class with Neeti ma’am. .
245

Name:Sonal Mahotra
Student Name: Suvansh Malhotra
Year Group: 1
Mentor Name: Radhika Jindal
Message: Radhika Mam is my favourite mentor as she makes learning fun and interesting.
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Name:Shweta Charla
Student Name: Shahaan Charla
Year Group: 2020
Mentor Name: Ms. Neeti Chugh

Message: We as parents were conscious about limiting screen time for our 2 year old son. Introducing
online classes seemed challenging. However, Shahaan has become very connected with Ms. Neeti
and adores her. Even though he might not always stay put in class there is never any resistance to the
school routine and he willingly gets ready and eager to see Ms. Neeti on the screen and sometimes
only wants to pin her on the screen which he has picked up on his own. I would give credit to the aura
and ever smiling face of Ma’am and of course the wonderful way she conducts the class. He takes
ma’am’s name many times during the day and has even included her in our everyday games and
pretend play, all on his own from his own heart. Thank you Ms. Neeti for patiently and smilingly
teaching our kids and being able to connect so beautifully. Gratitude and regards, Mr & Mrs. Charla &
Shahaan
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Name:Vikrant & Garima Malik
Student Name: IVANNA MALIK
Year Group: 1A
Mentor Name: Daman Nirula for Eyfs c April 2019-May 2020
Message: Ivanna has chosen to vote for Daman Ma'am. Her mentor for last Academic session. She
really admires both her current mentors Ms Aditi and Ms Ishita but has a soft corner for Daman Ma'am
and misses on the hugs and being called my ladoo by her.. As parents we would like to say bravo to
both our current mentors for handling kids coming from the cosy Montessori environment to this online
platform with so much love and grace. We are extremely happy.

Name:Kavya Vermani

Student Name: Rihaan Vermani
Year Group: Red
Mentor Name: Ms Neeti Chugh
Message: Thank you for being so warm and empathetic ! I always question momma about you on the
days you don't make it to class. Love Rihaan Vermani
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Name:Ruby singh
Student Name: Armaan singh
Year Group: 3b
Mentor Name: Ms Nidhi trehan

Message: all the mentors are praiseworthy for their professionalism in the face of COVID situation
especially . It’s difficult to pick one name when all of them have been working hard to make sure that
kids get to learn maximum even while sitting at home. Pooja mam is a great primary coordinator-so
understanding and caring! Life skill teacher makes the class lecture so so interesting , music sir, ict
teacher , Mamta mam , math mam , humanities , English , Hindi , art French - how can we be less
thankful to them . Everyone s putting in best of their efforts. Special thanks to ms Nidhi as being the
class teacher, she must be putting on even more efforts to look after each child s overall development.
She is kind , firm, jovial and a great science teacher as well .all the best wishes , ruby
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Name:Vaibhav Madan
Student Name: Daksh Madan
Year Group: 10
Mentor Name: Ms. Sakshi Seth

Message: Dear Ms.Sakshi, You are truly an amazing and inspiring teacher. Your passion for teaching
reflects in all the extra effort and pain that you take for your students. To top it up, the patience with
which you handle these kids is remarkable. We are greatful to have you as Daksh's mentor. Thank you
so much!
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Name:Dr Niti Sethi
Student Name: Advit Sethi
Year Group: 3
Mentor Name: Ms Neha
Message: You a great teacher ,combination of compassion and discipline with all the kids ,who has
always praised them , focus on their strength and always motivated them to reach their potential. We
are so fortunate to have you as my child ‘s class mentor.
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Name:Ridhima wadhwa
Student Name: Safira wadhwa
Year Group: Blue teal
Mentor Name: Gauri suri
Message: Ms gauri suri connects so well with the kids because of which i have seen a huge change in
my daughters behaviour. The special attention that she gives to each and every child is is
commendable.
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Name:Zarreen jameel
Student Name: Ibrahim Ahmad
Year Group: 2 D

Mentor Name: Ms. Chhavi kapoor
Message: She is a hard working, loving and caring mentor. Gives equal attention to every child in the
class. Never gets irritated. She is kind and helpful. I love you Ma'am. Ibrahim
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Name:Aastha Kohli
Student Name: Rehmat Kohli
Year Group: 2B
Mentor Name: Nishtha Sharma

Message: Dear Teacher, I want you to know that you are seen and you are valued. Putting a child in a
good school can never compare to finding a child a great teacher.We are so blessed that we got both
for our child. As a parent, I want to thank you for your never ending efforts and patience that goes into
teaching, especially, under typical circumstances. Teaching during this pandemic is so far from typical.
It’s literally nothing school systems would have ever done before. This isn’t what you signed for, and
yet you’re doing it anyway. You’re putting together distance learning plans. You’re adapting your
teaching in the blink of an eye. You may not be listed as essential workers, but you are essential “To
our children “. Because you are my child’s teacher, I know she is in best hands and that there will be a
bright future. We have seen how they have become “your kids” year after year. I want to let you know,
in the coming years when the world will see our child succeed, we will see her teacher in her. Thankyou
for being a great mentor. Nothing will replace the sincere mentorship of a teacher like you. Thankyou
so much for your guidance always.
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Name:Zarreen jameel

Student Name: Ayesha jameel
Year Group: 1 B
Mentor Name: Ms. Shweta Arora
Message: She is very kind and sweet mentor. Always polite.Never rude. She is very helpful and loving.
Has a beautiful smile. I love you Ma'am. Ayesha
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Name:Dharna Varma
Student Name: Aradya Varma
Year Group: Blue Berry B
Mentor Name: Ms Navyah Kohli
Message: Hi to whom it may concern I am so glad ... well we Aradya and I are so glad that we have Ms
Navyah as her mentor. She is so patient and really goes with each child’s cues. Her calm demeanor
and warm personality truly helps bring out children’s own. Truly she is an asset to the school and
someone who really knows how to interact with children. We both love Ms Navyah.
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Name:Megha Raj Wadhwa
Student Name: Ayaan Wadhwa
Year Group: EYFS B
Mentor Name: Ms. Saumya Khemka
Message: Ms.Saumya is a very patient mentor who goes with the child's momentum. Ayaan always
looks forward to her class.

Name:Meenakshi R Gupta
Student Name: Navya Gupta
Year Group: Year 1 C
Mentor Name: Monica Yadav
Message: Monica ma'am is my favourite as shee looks very nice and has a lovely voice (Navya's
message). As parent, I would like to express my appreciation and gratitude to all the mentors of my
child as I feel they are doing a fabulous job considering the constraints the current pandemic has put on
us.
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Name:Afsana Chowdhri
Student Name: Aryaveer Prratap Chowdhri
Year Group: 2AMentor Name: Suffian sir
Message: Aryaveer looks forward for Tuesday because he loves the makers lab sessions and suffian
sir He practices the experiments all week until the following Tuesday!
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Name:Afsana Chowdhri
Student Name: Udayveerr Prratap Chowdhri
Year Group: Red coral B
Mentor Name: Divya maam
Message: Udayveerr is very fond of his class mentor Divya maam , I think she really encourages him to
do better , he misses her the days she’s not in class , he absolutely loved his one on one session with
her
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Name:Sanya Kohli
Student Name: Rajveer kohli
Year Group: 2A
Mentor Name: Ms.Parul
Message: Dear Ma'am, Thankyou for everything you do and have been doing as a Teacher for our
children. I Understand it takes lot of efforts to prepare,plan and educate the children especially on the
virtual platform. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to you for preparing and encouraging my
child for a lifetime of success. Thank you for everything Sanya kohli Mother of Rajveer kohli(2A)
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Name:Kamini Doshi
Student Name: Pari Raj Doshi
Year Group: 2C
Mentor Name: Ms Rashi and Ms Divya
Message: We as parents are very grateful to our mentors Ms Rashi and Ms Divya for taking good care
of Pari.We are thankful to them for taking extra care and teaching so patiently.Pari has beautifully
adapted to. her classes thanks to her mentors. Thank you once again.
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Name:Bhavana Nihalani
Student Name: Yuvaan Nihalani
Year Group: YEAR 2 C
Mentor Name: Ms Divya and Ms Rashi

Message: It is very hard to choose one Mentor as both Miss Divya and Ms Rashi has been excellent
and exceptionally well in teaching their respective subjects. Ease of conversation is very valuable and
Ms Rashi and students have that. Ms Divya is diligent and fair when it comes to giving chance to kids to
speak or ask any doubts or to show their presentations. I would like to take this opportunity to say
thanks from all my heart to both Ms Divya and Ms Rashi for being so lovely and passionate about
teaching. KEEP MOTIVATING AND ENCOURAGING STUDENTS LIKE YOU BOTH ALWAYS DO.
God bless..
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Name:Aparajita and Arijit
Student Name: Adrija Sen
Year Group: EYFS-B
Mentor Name: Daman Nirula
Message: Daman is skilled at encouraging and leading the on-line classes effortlessly. Her levels of
patience is super high, and her ability to remain calm and collected when every student wants to speak
at the same time is remarkable. Adrija's confidence in herself has gone up significantly in Daman's
class, and she looks forward to school every morning, thanks to Daman.
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Name:Ritika Sardana
Student Name: Ranveer Sardana
Year Group: EYFS-C
Mentor Name: Ms Navneet Anand

Message: Ms Navneet is the most hardworking teacher of Ardee school. She puts so much effort on
every single child in the class. She is a very dedicated and a very hardworking teacher.
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Name:Dr Ruchi Singh
Student Name: Adidev Raj Singh
Year Group: Grade 4A
Mentor Name: Ms Pooja Arora, Ms Bindu, Ms Palak, Ms Meenal, Ms Sunita, Ms Mamta, Ms
Seemapuri, Suffian sir, Ahmed sir, Ms Shifali, Ms Komal

Message: Teachers are the backbone of any school.. The way all the mentors are working for making
the online classes a huge success is commendable. Choosing one is really tough and unfair. I can’t
thank enough, Ms Pooja for her dedication and patience, Ms Bindu for being so supportive and active,
Ms Meenal’s hardwork and Encouragement, Ms Palak’s way of making children look forward for the
French class, Ms Sunita for making and taking extra efforts, Ms Mamta has made Adidev an artist
(feels proud as Iam really bad in art), Ms Komal for making WS so exciting and happening, Ms
Seemapuri’s encouragement is making them a better human being, Suffian sir for making them learn
so many different aspect, Ahmed sir for making PE lessons fun, Shifali Maam for making books there
best friends... Iam totally out of words..Iam thankful to all of them... so choosing one is not possible for
me. A big round of applause for all the mentors. For me all of them are the best in their respective fields
and Adidev shares a special bond with all of them.
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Name:Ranjit Kaur Ghai
Student Name: Sifat Kaur Ghai and Sumer Singh Ghai
Year Group: Blue Ocean AMentor Name: Priyanka Singh
Message: Miss Priyanka is the best mentor for our twins .she always tries different ways of explaining
the things so that the kids of this age relate. She gives a lot of time and attention to each child. She has
been a big blessing to our kids during this pandemic times . Thank you Priyanka Ma’am
268

Name:Priyanka Gupta
Student Name: Anaishha Gupta
Year Group: Year 2
Mentor Name: Ms chhavi kapoor
Message: The way of teaching is so lovely and the clarity in her language is fantastic. Children can
easily understand what is she saying and she is kind hearted. Thank you
269

Name:Radhika bhatia
Student Name: Amaira bhatia
Year Group: Class 1 c
Mentor Name: Shikha Sahni
Message: We appreciate your efforts and constant guidance for the betterment of the students.
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Name:Arjun Whig
Student Name: Sanaya whig

Year Group: Blue teal B
Mentor Name: Preeti Nahata
Message: Miss Preeti displays immense patient and affectionate to each child in class. Her attention to
detail is also commendable. She's undoubtedly doing a remarkable job in shaping the children's future.
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Name:Kanica S Mehra
Student Name: Aviraat Mehra
Year Group: 2A
Mentor Name: Ms. Jazveen Matharu and Ms. Parul
Message: Both the teachers are amazingly different at their approach. It will be difficult to choose just
one. Lots of strength and light to both the teachers. Thank you.
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Name:Vaishali Jain
Student Name: Adhiraj Jain
Year Group: 1 B
Mentor Name: Ms. Shweta
Message: It’s hard to choose between all the wonderful mentors but since we’ve been asked to choose
only one - we choose Ms. Shweta. She’s exceptionally patient with the students and goes that extra
mile in whatever she does. We’re very happy to have her as one of her mentors. A big thank you to all
the other teachers for their efforts. We feel lucky and blessed to have you all. Thanks & Regards
Vaishali Jain For - Adhiraj Jain of 1B
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Name:Vidisha Goel
Student Name: Amaira Goele
Year Group: 1 B
Mentor Name: Miss Shivani Sapra
Message: Teachers are our second parents, friends and confidantes. Thank you for all that you’ve
done for me this year. This is a little note to let you know just how helpful you have been. You’re such
an amazing teacher and I hope you know that!
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Name:Vidisha Goel
Student Name: Amaira Goele
Year Group: 1 B
Mentor Name: Miss Shweta Arora
Message: You have gone above and beyond this year to support me. Thank you for getting me over
the hurdles, having faith in my abilities, and having the skills to get me where I needed to go. Thank
you for being my motivation and inspiration.
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Name:Vidisha Goel
Student Name: Amaira Goele
Year Group: 1 B
Mentor Name: Miss Tamana Khanna
Message: This is a quick note to let you know you were the absolute best teacher I’ve ever had! You
motivated and inspired me to do my best and your answers to my questions were always clear as day.
Thank you so much!!!
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Name:Neeti Aggarwal
Student Name: Vanam Aggarwal
Year Group: Year-8
Mentor Name: Natasha Raheja
Message: Miss Natasha is a very supportive teacher and has been throughout there through my Ardee
journey. I really like the way she teaches and never leaves a doubt in the child's mind. She assists kids
in every field of her range
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Name:Reegal Mantoo
Student Name: Myra Mantoo
Year Group: EYFS B
Mentor Name: Saumya Khemka
Message: Ms. Saumya is compassionate, patient and makes learning fun for children. Myra is fond of
her and we would like express gratitude through this. She is the best!!
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Name:Esha Rajan
Student Name: Raaisha Rajan
Year Group: Year 1A
Mentor Name: Ms. Vernica
Message: As basics are the building blocks of future, her loving nature enhances the same. She is one
smiling face which still has impressions on our child’s mind

Name:Aashima arora

Student Name: Aadya arora
Year Group: EYFS ( E)
Mentor Name: Ms . Jasmine Sethi
Message: Made my child comfortable and interested in the virtual form of studying . Thank you
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Name:Ruhina Sabharwal
Student Name: Jeeanaa Sabharwal
Year Group: Year 1-C
Mentor Name: Vrinda Matta
Message: Thank You for all the effort you put in to bring out the best in each child... Keep up the spirit.
Thank You Team Ardee for the brilliant mentors as it’s very difficult to choose one.. Proud to be Ardee
Family..
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Name:Swapnil Aggarwal
Student Name: Vratant Aggarwal
Year Group: 4 B
Mentor Name: Ms Bindu

Message: I am so thankful to Team Ardee for providing me an opportunity to express my heartfelt
appreciation and gratitude to Ms Bindu. Not only is she a proficient teacher but she is an amazing
human being too!!! I hear her all the time during virtual classes. She is so soft and gentle yet effective
with kids. She is the heart of kids. They love attending her lessons, love listening to her and adhere to
her gentle instructions too. She truly has a way with her students. As a parent , I am reminded that you
can be effective even without raising your voice. I am very happy that Ms Bindu is mentoring my son. I
am so blessed to have known you. Immense love and respect for you!!!

